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Abstract:
The investment decision is the most complex and difficult problem in forestry management because it
involves large lapses of time and uncertainty of the future outcome resulting from the decision. This
study attempts to analyze the forest production decision problem in general and management aspects
related to investment, particularly those related to optimal thinning and rotation decisions. The decision
model for this study is based on the application of modern control theory to the forest management
problem. An appropriate line of approach to solve the control problem in forest production systems is
stochastic dynamic programming which is capable of capturing the stochastic behavior of the system
and incorporate risk factors of the decision explicitly. Another advantage of the method is thatit
provides a powerful systematic search for obtaining numerical solutions to the problem, provided the
required dynamic interrelationships of the system and transition probabilities can be estimated
empirically. Based on this method a criterion function is formulated as maximization of the sum of
expected discounted net returns to soil site as a modification of the Faustmann criterion in a statistical
sense.

To approach a specific problem in forest management, however, this study pursues another method to
solve the control problem of a disease-infected lodgepole pine stand due to lack of available basic data.
The control model for this specific problem is based on a modified simulation model which was
previously developed by Myers et al. [1971]. By a modification of this model, the redirected computer
simulation program resulted in an economic model which has a specific objective function consistent
with the problem of managing a diseased timber stand. The criterion function of the model is
generalized present value as an extension of the Faustmann criterion.

By virtue of the certainty equivalence principle, the simulation model which is deterministic can be
considered as a good approximation for solving stochastic problems in managing a forest production
system due to the fact that the decision processes based on this model are carried out sequentially. The
computer simulation model can serve as a management aid to help the forest manager in making
decisions related to investment problems for any forest stand condition and economic factors which
influence the system. Since the simulation results, in general, show a consistency with a priori logical
reasoning, it is concluded that the approach can be expanded for application to other species and areas
larger than the Rocky Mountain Region where this study was carried out. 
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ABSTRACT

The investment decision is the most complex and difficult problem, 
in forestry management because it involves large lapses of time and . 
uncertainty of the future outcome resulting from the decision. This 
study attempts to analyze the forest production decision problem in 
general and. management aspects related to investment, particularly 
those related to optimal thinning and rotation decisions. The decision 
model for this study is based on the application of modern control theory 
to the forest management problem. An appropriate line of approach to 
solve the control problem in forest production systems is stochastic . 
dynamic programming which is capable of capturing the.stochastic 
behavior of the system and incorporate risk factors of the decision 
explicitly. Another advantage of the method is that.it provides a 
powerful systematic search for obtaining numerical solutions to the 
problem, provided the required dynamic interrelationships of the sys
tem and transition probabilities can be estimated empirically. Based 
on this method a criterion function is formulated as maximization of 
the sum of expected discounted net returns, to soil site as a modifica
tion of the Faustmann criterion in a statistical sense.

To approach a specific problem in. forest management, however, this 
study pursues another method to solve the control problem of a disease- 
infected lodgepole pine stand due to lack of available basic data. The 
control model for this specific problem is based on a modified simulai- 
tion model which was previously developed by Myers _et AL• [1971]. By a 
modification of this model, the redirected computer simulation program 
resulted in an economic model which has: a specific objective function 
consistent with the problem of managing a diseased timber stand. The 
criterion function of the model is generalized present value as an 
extension of the Faustmann criterion.

By virtue of the certainty equivalence principle, the simulation 
model which.is deterministic can be considered as a good approximation 
for solving stochastic problems in managing a forest production system, 
due to the fact that the decision processes based on this model.are 
carried out sequentially. The computer simulation model.can serve as 
a management aid to help the forest manager in making decisions related 
to investment problems for any forest stand condition and economic 
factors which influence the system. Since the simulation results, in 
general, show.a consistency with a priori logical reasoningj it is con
cluded that the approach can be expanded for application to other, 
species and areas larger than the Rocky Mountain Region where this study 
was carried out.



CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation of Study
Among the most complex and difficult problems confronting a forest 

management authority are those involving investment decisions. Growing 
timber on forest land is an investment asset which has a changing value 
over time. Growing a timber stand can be considered as a long term 
investment decision where a long gestation period is needed between 
initial investment outlay and realization of all expected earnings. On 

the other hand, cutting timber at final harvest is an act of disinvest
ment in which capital represented by the value of timber is released and 
the forest land is made available for a subsequent timber crop or other 
uses. Hence, there is opportunity cost attached to the land presently 

occupied by standing timber.
Between the date of planting trees and final harvest, the forest 

manager may undertake a series of thinning actions and. other stand 
improvement activities such as clearing, fertilizing, pruning, disease 
control, etc. which involve additional investment decisions, in order to 
improve the future stand condition and hence to obtain a higher value 
of final harvest. The land committed to timber production, growing 

stock of timber, and cumulated stand improvement outlays constitute.the 
investment in a forest at any point in time. The long, gestation period . 
between investment outlays and receipt of revenues, combined with the
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complex biological interrelationships of all management activities over 

the economic life of the forest, is what makes forest investment deci
sions a difficult problem.

Throughout the development of the principles of traditional forest 
resource management, various theoretical and empirical studies have 
been made to serve as guides for sound investment decisions in forestry. 
In an era of rapidly, changing technology, economic decisions grow in 
frequency and complexity, and wrong decisions increase in costs. With 
this additional impetus and advances in applied mathematics in recent 
years, quantitative methods for handling complex, economic problems have 

been introduced to the forestry field. Among others are those which 

are related to determination of forest management, including simultan

eous optimization of rotation and thinning decisions (see Naslund,
1969 and Schrender, 1971) . However, both authors have mainly concen

trated their studies on the discussion of a general analytical frame
work for determining optimal rotations and thinnings without any 
empirical application of the results.

Determination of optimal rotation and thinning decisions in 
forestry, by and large, is influenced by physical-biological aspects
of the forest growth which constitute an "engineering" side of forest

■■ ■ . . .■
production systems. Hence the optimal decision will be specific to a. 
given forest environmental condition. . Therefore, if there are any
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extraneous factors which influence this "engineering" aspect, the opti
mal decision will be affected.

Another factor which may influence the optimal decision is economic 
elements, including supply and demand of the commodity produced, capital, 
and input factors within the production system. Conceptually, optimal 
investment decisions in forest production systems can be approached 
from a more general equilibrium theory, but in practice, a model giving, 
the general equilibrium solution would often be extremely unwieldy.
Hence, in order to formulate an operationally manageable model, we must 

often be willing to settle the problem for something less. Thus the 
investment problem in forestry for this study will be limited to partial 

equilibrium analysis where the price and cost structure of the commod

ity, capital, and other input factors are determined outside the system 

of forest production. One specific aspect of the study will deal with 
the formulation of conceptual and empirical solutions to the forest 

investment problem so that it will help to give a better understanding 
of the overall problem.

Since the major portion of forest investment decisions is dominated, 
by determination of the rotation and thinning policy, for clarity of 
further discussion, throughout the course of this study the term invest
ment will refer to both rotation and thinning decisions interchangeably. 
Moreover, even though there are many intangible benefits that could be 
derived from the forest stand, this study will be limited to the 
measurable monetary benefits from wood production.
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1.2. Objectives and Plan of Analysis

There are two general objectives to be pursued in this study. The 
first and more theoretical objective is to formulate and to evaluate 
the optimal control strategy in art operational model suitable for 

analysis of decision making involved in the choice of a sound forest 
management policy in cases where complete basic data can be obtained— : 
for example, the basic data which could be obtained from a continuous 
forest inventory (C.F.I.). To obtain an optimal control strategy in 

forest production systems requires a multistage decision process; that 
is, a sequence of decisions that will optimize some objective function 
or criterion function. The appropriate criterion function for forest 
management policy is maximum discounted net returns with respect to 
soil site, but some method must be devised to account for the random 

occurrence of some measurable exogenous factors to the production sys
tem, such as disease, insects, and other factors that may affect the 

forest growth during evolution of the system. Therefore, the 
■decision criterion of this study will be maximization of expected soil 
value over the entire planning horizon in a statistical sense— a modi

fication of the well-known Faustmann criterion (Faustmann,. 1849) .
The strategy or conditional decision rule is applied sequentially 

as new information unfolds through time and the rule is chosen to 
maximize the above stated criterion. Mathematical analysis of this 

type of decision processes led to the development of dynamic, program-



ming, a la Bellman [1957]. _!/ This type of model provides more than 
just a computational procedure for obtaining numerical results. It is 
also a logical framework and in some cases, analytical results can be. 
derived for ..specific, problems, such as in optimal control of natural 
resources (see Burt/ 1964, 1966 and Burt and Cummings, 1970). In fact, 
analytically, dynamic programming is one of the modern approaches for 
solving general control problems (see Intriligrator, 1971 and Robert, 
and Schulze, 1973). .

The realm of modern control theory also includes the maximum 

principle of Pontryagin ej: al. [ 1962] as an extension Of the classical 
calculus of variations. This method will also be briefly reviewed in 
formulating the concept of optimal forest resource management.

The second objective, which is more applied, is to analyze forest 

management decisions regarding ah optimal control strategy for dwarf 
mistletoe (Arceuthobium spicies). This disease has adverse effects oh 
forest growth and constitutes one of the exogenous factors which 
affects the production system, and hence will affect the optimal 

investment decision. However, due to lack of available basic data,

l/ Sometimes dated versions of linear programming are also called 
"dynamic programming" which is intrinsically not dynamic because 
the optimization is made once and for all.
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a somewhat different approach for.controlling diseased stands will be 
applied, as an approximate solution to more general control problems. 
The criterion function is still based.on a stochastic version of the 
Faustmann criterion, but with some modification.

The physical-biological aspects of the production system for this 

study are obtained from a computer simulation program which has been 
developed by Myers et al. [1971]. This simulation model includes the 
dynamic physical-biological interrelationships between the level of 
disease infestation and growth of the forest which can be altered by 
thinning decisions at various stages of maturity of the forest. This . 
simulation study provides the necessary information which enables us 
to construct a dynamic decision model for controlling forest production

In' order to build a decision model based on economic criteria, the 

simulation model required some modifications by inserting the computa
tion of some economic elements into.the model. By varying some of the 

parameters of the system, results could then be obtained by calculating 

a performance measure of the system. The performance measure for this 
study is present value of the stream of net returns from wood produc
tion over an infinite planning horizon. A search procedure on the 

parameters of the modified simulation model provides an approximation 
to the optimal decision rule. Information derived from this analysis 
could be of assistance to the forest management authority, which is
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responsible for the execution of current forest management policy in the 
Rocky Mountain Region where the study was carried out.

Chapter II of the study discusses the basic structure of. the 
forestry investment decision, and a simple investment decision model 
is also described. In Chapter III, the general optimal control prob
lem in relation to forest investment decisions is dealt with. Then a 
more operational model of the investment problem with a dynamic program
ming solution is presented. In Chapter IV the empirical model of the 
study using the simulation model as an approximate solution to the 
general control problem is presented. Finally, Chapter V contains an 
interpretation of the results of the empirical study and some conclu- .

sions.



CHAPTER II
INVESTMENT MODEL FOR FORESTRY ■

2,1. The Concept of Forest Production
Forestry, the business of growing timber; has characteristics 

that distinctly give it special status among agricultural production 
activities. First, the long gestation period between initial input 
and the first harvested output is quite unique. Second, there is an 
extended period of autonomous growth in value associated with the initial, 
investment decision. Then eventually, there is a gradual decline in 

the productive capacity of trees to grow over an extended time due to . 

the biological" aging process.

To produce a wood crop, one has to plant the trees and care for ' 
them through several years before there is any opportunity to receive

J
revenues. There is a long interval between the date when growing 

timber reaches a minimum size of marketability and. the date when trees ■ 

finish their growth. At any time between these two dates the timber 
may be judged ready for cutting on the basis of an economic criterion.
The land has many alternative uses, but the trees on the land have 
virtually no use other than production of standing timber. Thus, an 

understanding of resources committed on a long-run basis is important . 
to any consideration of timber production.'

Let us assume there exists an expected intertemporal production 
.function with many inputs and many outputs. The production function
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associated with initial time t .is assumed to be twice differentiable:

$tQ) = t̂Cq1, q2> • ••, qn) (I)

where q̂  (j = I, 2..... n) are discrete dated inputs and outputs and

n is the total number of dated inputs and outputs over some arbitrarily
long but finite planning horizon. The condition q. < 0 signifies ahJ
input and q. > 0  indicates an output. A given set of dated inputs will I
result in a unique set of dated outputs which the firm values at

v. (j =1, 2, ..., n). The v. are prices adjusted by the time discount 
J I . ’
structure. ^

Assuming profit maximizing behavior of the firm and perfect compe

tition in the factor and product markets, an optimal production plan 
can be derived by means of the Lagrarigian function:

.
= I V q. - AS (<£). . (2)

J = I j j

The first order necessary conditions for a maximum of this 

Lagrangian will give a solution for output supply and input derived 

demand functions:

A A
q3'= qj Vl’ V2? '’*’ Vn̂  , J = I, 2, ..., n. (3)

Given initial expectations, the demand function for inputs shows ■ 
how the firm would desire to allocate inputs over, time to maximize
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profit. It also shows the stream of outputs which the firm expects as 
a result.

The t-subscript on @ implies that a different production function 
exists at each time period t when a set of decisions are made. This 
production functipn is determined by all previous decisions and reflects 
the number of acres of standing timber of various ages at the point in 

time t, as well as any other fixed conditions resulting from all prev
ious decisions of the firm.

Moreover, because of some changes in production conditions, it is 

assumed that the firm makes periodic revisions of its plans based on 
new expectations. Thus each period the firm maximizes an appropriate 
Lagrangian of the above form. This maximization may in some periods 
call for the firm to invest in planting new trees expressed as derived 
demand for land..

When prices were sufficiently favorable in some previous period 
trees were planted. This decision process occurs recursively where 
in each period the forest manager uses updated expectations as timber 
becomes one period older. As long as reasonable economic stability 
is maintained, we may assume that there exists a wide span of periods 
where it is more profitable to keep the trees, rather than to cut them 
for timber, until it comes the time where additional net returns from 
presently standing timber are equal to opportunity cost of the land for 
other uses. One use of the land which may determine its opportunity 

cost is growing a new stand of trees..
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Each optimization problem faced by the firm at a particular time 

period t involves variables associated with time t and all future 
periods in the firm's planning horizon. The future variables must be 
considered jointly with the current variables in the optimization prob
lem to determine optimum levels of the current variables., but these
future variables are then ignored until the perpetually recurring

-optimization problem is faced in the next time period, say t+1. At 

that time the entire process is repeated to get optimal levels of the 

variables associated with period t+1. In a sense, the variables in 
the optimization which are associated with future time periods are 
merely instruments or artificial variables used to derive optimal, 

levels of current variables.
The underlying justification for this sequential dynamic optimiza

tion approach is certainty equivalence decision theory of Simon [1955] 
.which was later expanded by Theil [1957] and Madansky [I960]. Although 
the theory only applies to quadratic criterion functions subject to 
linear constraints, it would appear to be a reasonable approximation 
to the general case of decision under uncertainty.

The.above description of the concept of forest production is 
approached mainly from neo-classical theory of production related to . 

investment decisions. However, in order for the concept to be meaningful, 
in practice it must be operationally feasible. The following section
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will discuss a more realistic model of investment decisions consistent 
with the above concept.

2.2. Multiperiod Investment Decisions
Before we can go further to a formal investment decision model 

it is necessary to describe the procedure which must be employed to 

compare present and future receipts and outlays. Hence, a discussion 

of the discounting or present value concept is important to any invest
ment . decision model.

In real world situations, most decisions are periodic; hence, in 
facing economic problems which deal with time, the time span or 

planning horizon can be divided into several periods usually with 
equal intervals. Multiperiod investment decisions are characterized 
by a situation where factors of production invested during one time . 
period will affect, the level of output during subsequent periods. 

Therefore, there exists a functional relationship between input and 
output which has different dating. Further, we assume that there 

exists a market of capital where capital can be borrowed or lent at 
some given rate of interest. By using this interest rate, outlays or 

revenues incurred during different time periods can be made comparable 
by discounting (or compounding) them to one . common period'.

Suppose P dollars were invested or borrowed for one time period 

at the rate r. . The value of r expresses the proportion of the amount 
of capital borrowed or lent which constitutes a cost, of capital to the
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borrower or Income to the lender (investor) per period. Hence at the
end of one period the investor would expect rP dollars in interest,
and with return of the principal P , this would give the sum -
P + rP = P (1+r) dollars. If the investment rate does not change over
time, the investment would yield (1+r) = P(1+r)  ̂dollars at the

end of the subsequent period after the first, or in general, it would
2yield Sfc = Sfc_^(l+r) = P (1+r) after t time periods. Therefore, an 

amount of P dollars expected to be received after t time periods can 
always be exchanged, or equals P (1+r)  ̂at the present, because the
firm or individual who expects to receive the amount of. P dollars after

, -tt time periods can borrow the amount of P(1+r) dollars at the present 
and he can repay with the amount P(1+r) t(l+r)t = P dollars at the later 

period.
The expected future receipts = P (1+r)  ̂from investment are called

—tthe future or compounded value of P , while the amount P = (1+r)
is called present value or. discounted value of Sfc after t periods of 

investment. Hence, the factor (1+r) by which the future value 

should be multiplied to get the present value P is called the discount 
factor.

If we assume that within one time period we have more than one 

time compounding, say m times, then the future value Ŝ . becomes:

t P d + ^ . (4)
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Let us designate —  = k, then r
/ .

Sfc = P(1 + ̂ )rkt = P [(I + kJrt. (5)

As compounding ,,within the time period becomes more and more fre
quent , in the limit as nr*”, .hence:

lim.S = Iim P[(l + i)k]rt = P[lim (I .+i)k ]rt.,. . (6)
nrX” k-x»- k-x» K

I kSince by definition Iim (I + y) = e, where e is the base of nat-
k-x» k

ural logarithm, then
TtIim S. = Pe (7)

m-x” '
or

P = (lim S )e~rt. (8)
mx”

Discounting provides a method of transforming future incomes and
outlays so that they are commensurate with the present. Through

discounting, a future stream of net returns can be expressed as a
single number which is called present value of the entire set. of
future returns. For example, an entrepreneur expects to.receive

. returns from an investment equal to , ..., R^ during time periods

0, I, 2, ..., T, respectively,and the. corresponding discount factors 
t tare g = I/(1+r) , t = 0, I, 2, ..., T. Present value of this.revenue

stream is:
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R = I  R1-Bt , t = 0, I, 2, T (9)
t=0 Z

or for instantaneous discounting,

T _ rt
R = J  R(t)e dt , 0 < t £  T.

0
While static theory assumes that the entrepreneur will maximize 

his profit in a single time period, in dynamic multiperiod cases, it 
is assumed that the entrepreneur will maximize present value of the 
difference between future incomes and outlays; or in short, he will 

maximize present value of the streams of future net returns from the 

investment. 2/
Having established the concept of multiperiod investment decisions 

now we are in a position to apply this concept to forestry.enterprises. 
The following discussion will deal with a very simple case of invest
ment decisions concerning a growing stand of timber.

2.3. An Investment Decision for Timber Stands

In the forestry enterprise, the investment decision is charac

terized by a relatively large amount of initial outlays for timber

2/ If the decision maker is a public agency who is concerned with
public investment projects, the same criteria still can be applied. 
A primary difference between private and public investment criteria 
lies in the rate of discount. The private rate reflects private 
opportunity cost of capital, while the social rate reflects the 
social opportunity cost of public projects as the value to society 
of the next best alternative use to.which the funds employed on 
the project could have been put.



stand establishment, and receipts are dominated by the income from 
terminal harvest as contrasted to the .flow of annual costs of upkeep 
and returns from thinnings. In order to formulate a criterion function 
for the investment decision, let us use the following notation:

T = length of the rotation cycle;

B(T) = present value of all net returns;

R(t) = net returns associated with.management of the timber stand
at the. moment t, except for net sale value of final harvest;

H(T) = net sale value of final harvest;
r = interest rate; and 

t '3 = I/(1+r) is the discount factor for any period t.

Present value of the stream of. net returns from the timber stand 

for a single rotation cycle can be expressed as 
T

B(T) = f R(t)3t + H(T)3T , - (10)
t=0

or for the continuous time discounting case: 3/
T

B(T) = / R(.t)e~rtdt + H(T)e~rT (11)
0

However, formulation of the present value criterion in (10) and . 
(11) considers only one rotation cycle, which is not applicable to the

.3/ In some cases, a continuous version of the present value cri
terion is preferable, especially for analytical treatment of the 
model,

16
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forestry enterprise based on a sustained yield principle. Based on 

this principle, the enterprise would evaluate the income stream not 
only from one rotation cycle, but from all future cycles within the 
planning horizon. Hence, the appropriate present value criterion for . 
investment decisions in forestry should be based on an expected income 
stream over an infinite planning horizon. Therefore, present value of 
net returns from growing stock of timber over an infinite chain of rota

tions can be expressed as follows:
T

. B(T) = [/ R(t)e~rtdt + H(T)e"rT][l + e“rT + e~2rT + ... + e~lrT 
0

I T
+ ...]--------R(t)e"rtdt + H(T)e_rT]. (12)

I - e“ri 0

The expression in (12) is essentially the Faustmann criterion. 4/

Having established the criterion function, we can analytically 

deduce a decision rule for determining optimal length of the rotation 

cycle. For simplicity, we assume that other decisions such as the . 

thinning level are given; the forest entrepreneur is only concerned 
with determination of the optimal rotation. The object is to maximize

4/ Faustmann's solution to the problem, was later confirmed by G. A. D. 
Preinreich, who was apparently unaware of Faustmann's work in 
forestry nearly a.century earlier, in "The Economic Life of 
Industrial Equipment," Econometrics, VIII (January, 1940), pp. 12- 
44.
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present value of the infinite series of discounted future returns with 

respect to rotation length T. Therefore, the problem of investment 
becomes:

T
MaxB(T)=MaxI---—  {/ R(t)e"rtdt + H(T)e^r1)]. (13)
T T I - e 0

The necessary condition for the above problem can be obtained by 
differentiating (16) with respect to T and equating the results to . . 
zero, which gives the following:

dB = 
dT ■ .{/ R(t)e rt + H(T).e rT} +-rT,

(I - e rT)2 6 ' " (I - e“rT)

{R(T)e rl + e“rT - rH(T)e-rT} = 0. 

Multiplying (14) by er^(l - e r"*") yields

, (14)

-rB(T) + R(T) + ^ -  rH(T) = 0 (15)

R(T) + df = r[H(T) + B (T)]- (16)

A literal economic interpretation of (16) is that under an optimal

rotation policy, we shall cut the timber when the current return R(T)
for having the stand one more year plus the increase in the harvest 

dHvalue equals the interest on the sum of harvest value and soil rent. 
Soil rent is equal to B(T) which is present value of net returns
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starting with bare timber land, following an optimal rotation policy ■ 
over an infinite planning horizon.

The above analytical method, using elementary calculus for deter
mining the optimal rotation in forestry, gives some insight as to the 
optimal decision rule to be followed by the forest entrepreneur. However 

as the problem becomes more and more realistic, and consequently more 
complicated, more sophisticated mathematical methods are required.

The next chapter will examine some more comprehensive models for forest 
investment decisions. Before going into the analysis of more realistic 
models for investment, we will discuss the problem of uncertainty which 
is ah important difficulty faced by any decision maker in a real world 
situation.

2.4. Consideration of Risk and Uncertainty

No discussion of economic decisions— such as determination of 

optimal investment in growing timber— can be complete without recog

nizing and taking into account the effect of uncertainty of future 

events. The analytical model of investment in the last section was 

simplified by assuming perfect knowledge, of input-output relations and 
prices in the production system within the firm's planning horizon. . 

However a good economic decision model should be capable of providing 
managers with guides to take action when they face choices between 
alternative courses of action where the results are uncertain. Intro- 
duction of risk and uncertainty into the analytical model will
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complicate the problem, but•from a practical decision viewpoint, it 
is justified by the additional realism obtained in approaching a real 
world problem.

Although no one knows the exact outcome of future events, a real 
world problem of investment could be treated as if the probability 
distribution of the future outcomes were known rather than pretending 
to know the exact future outcomes. Knight [1921 ] distinguished risk 
and uncertainty as two different phenomena. Following his ideas, risk 
refers to the situation when parameters of probability distributions 
of future outcomes can be estimated so as to be actuarially insurable; 
or in other words, the variability of future outcomes can be empirically 

measured. Uncertainty, on the other hand, refers to a situation in 
which the parameters of the probability distribution of the outcomes 
cannot be empirically or quantitatively estimated.

The importance of risk factors affecting forest management deci
sions has long been recognized by forest economists, and most forest 

land managers are aware of the advantage in maintaining a flexible 

forest management program to reduce the difficulties of changing output 

of the forest in response to changes in the market. Markowitz made 
an important contribution to the theory of investment under risk when 
he developed his methods for determining an optimally diversified 
portfolio [1959 ]. He developed a logical framework to guide invest
ment decisions by explicitly recognizing the risk factor. His model
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provides a formal method for evaluating the advantage of diversifying 
investments as a means of reducing risk associated with the expected 
returns from a number of investments. Dowdle [1962] has applied the 

EV investment guide of Markowitz to diversify cost expenditures in 

forest investment activities. 5/ However this method'only applies to 
static investment decisions in forestry.

A promising method applicable to dynamic investment in forestry 
which recognizes risk factors has been developed by Burt [1965].. He 
analyzes the problem of investment in the context of the general 
replacement model under risk. His discussion is related to a special 

case of Howard's model (Howard, I960), for which an analytical solu

tion is derived. The replacement model is concerned primarily with 
the economic decision problem of asset life under conditions of chance 

failure or loss, i.e., possible loss of the asset due to exogenous 

influences outside the system. Though fiis model pertains to dynamic 

decisions of investment in forestry, the exogenous factors described

5/ E and V refer to expected income and variance of income, respectively 
The efficiency criterion of investment decisions can be considered 
as a combination of individual investments such that the variance, 
for the entire set of investments cannot be reduced without also 
reducing the mean. All possible combinations of such investments 
traces out what is commonly called the EV efficiency frontier.
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in the analysis refer to a sudden extraneous shock, such as insect 
attack or fire which may cause a sudden destruction of the asset in a 
■short period of time. This model is not applicable to our problem where 
the exogenous influence of dwarf mistletoe.on the standing timber system 

is chronic in nature.
In the next chapter we present a stochastic dynamic programming 

solution to the control problem which can incorporate the risk factor 

into the investment decision model.



CHAPTER III
OPTIMAL CONTROL IN FOREST MANAGEMENT .

3.1. Management Problem in Forestry

Sound management practices in forestry require knowledge about 
physical-biological aspects of the forest resource. If the primary 

objective in forest management is to produce timber, the basic physical 
resource with which a forest manager is concerned is land and the 

timber growing on it. The productivity of timber as a growing
/ .

"machine" where the wood product is part of that "machine" depends 

on many factors. First, growth of timber depends on the site quality 
which reflects the capacity of a given area of land to grow a certain 
timber species. Another important factor to be considered in growing 

timber is stocking (tree density) which affects the rate, of growth 
of timber at a given.age and site quality. Genetic make-up of a 

tree species determines the capacity of timber to grow and withstand 
any exogenous influences which might affect its development. Those 

exogenous factors to be accounted for in growing timber are disease, 

insects, adverse climate, etc. For a certain tree species, there 
exists an optimum physical-biological combination among the elements 
comprising the forest environment which give an optimum growth of 

timber. Hence, a good knowledge of how to use those resources 

effectively is essential in forest management.
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In order to obtain maximum benefit from the forest resource, 

full advantage of knowledge, skill, and art of silviculture and forest 
measurement should be taken. Those technical aspects of forestry 
which are important should be considered in making any decision to. 
solve management problems. However the concern of this study is 

investment decisions related to the economic problem of how to grow a. 
better timber stand which will result in maximum benefits over a given, 
time horizon. In order to achieve this objective, the study will . 

focus oh economic decisions, particularly the ones that are associated 

with the intensity of thinning and length of rotation cycle.

Thinning the standing stock of timber can be beneficial for the 
following reasons: (I) to eliminate undesirable trees and thereby
concentrate growth on the desirable trees which produce a high value 
of timber, (2) to prevent excessive competition on site resources 
among trees which would result in wasting energies needed for total 
growth, (3) to obtain revenues before final harvest. The fourth 

reason often advanced is to increase the net growth of . timber.

However, evidence on this aspect of thinning is quite inconclusive, at 

least for most timber species.

Timber production involves a large lapse of time.between planting 

and harvesting. Hence time is an important variable in management 
decisions of forestry. In a sense, decisions must be made in the 

forestry enterprise at each moment in time over the entire planning
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horizon of the firm. A mathematical model adapted to this kind of 
problem is commonly called "control theory."

3.2. Formulation of General Control Problem

The essence of an optimal control problem is to choose a feasible 

time path for the control (decision) variables which will maximize the 
objective function. The choice of time paths for the control variables 
implies a set of differential equations called equations of motion, and 
also determines time paths for certain additional variables called 
state variables which describe the state of the system. Employing 
this concept in the forest management problem, let us consider a forest 
production system which can be described by a set of state variables 

, x^, x̂ _. Hence the state of the system at any given time t can

be represented by the state vector X(t) = [x^(t)^ (t), ...,‘x (t)].

Suppose the objective of forest management is to maximize total dis

counted net benefits over a given planning horizon. In order to achieve 

this objective-, a sequence of decisions is required that will maximize 

the objective function. Let us designate the set of managerial decisions 

by decision variables u^, u^, ..., ug, so that at any time t, the 
related decision is represented by the vector of decision U(t) = [u^(t), 
u2(t), ..., ug(t)].

From the definition of state and decision variables, there should 

exist a relation such that the rate of change in a state variable at
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any time t is a function of the present state of the system, the date, 
and the decision taken which is implied by the decision vector. This 
relation can be expressed in the form of a system of differential equa
tions :

* riyx(t) = ^ =  w(x(t),u(t),t). (17)

Expression (17) constitutes the equations of motion which can trace 
values of the state variables in a dynamic procress.

Decisions influence the system in two different ways: (I) the rate
at which net returns are earned at that moment in time, and (2) the rate 
at which the growing stock of timber is changing, or in more general 
terms, the future path of the state vector.

Let us designate R(X(t),U(t),t) as the marginal, return with respect 

to time generated from a stand of timber at time t, where the state is 

described by state vector X(t), and U(t) implies the decision taken at 
that time. Further we define H(X(T),U(T),T) as net harvest value at 

the end of rotation cycle T resulting from the decision implied by U(T), 
and when the state of the system is described by X(T). The objective 
of timber management can be translated into the following problem:

00 . T
Max J(X ,d) = Max £ e ' ^ f /  R(X(t) ,U(t).,t)e“rtdt 
d T,U(t) i=0 0

+ H(X(T),U(T),T)e~rT]
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= Max I/ R(X(t) ,U(t) ,t)e^rtdt 
T,U(t) O

+ H(X(T),U(T),T)e ]/(l - e"rt). (18)

Both T and the vector function of time-U(t) are variables in the max
imization subject to the following constraints:

X(t) = oi(X(t) ,U(t) ,t) 

h(t) E I-(XCt)).
(19)

If the initial: state of the control problem is included in the 
system and the state vector is confined to a given region, then

X(O) = X  
—  — o

(ZO)
X(t) E S '

where X is the initial state of the standing timber system and S is.-o
the set of possible states of the system. ,

The problem of (18) subject to (19) and (20) is a model in optimal 
control theory which can be applied to timber management decisions in : 
the continuous time case 0 t <_<». Theoretically this problem can be 
solved by either the classical calculus of variations or the maximum 
principle of Pontryagin et_ al (see Intriligrator, . 1971). An application 
of the maximum principle to solve the optimal thinning and rotation prob
lem in timber management has been presented by Naslund [1969], and an
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excellent interpretation of the principle in an economic context, has 
been given by Dorfman [1969]. Mathematically, this principle is a 
generalization of the Lagrange multiplier method to solve optimization 
problems.over time. Derivation of the necessary conditions for an 
optimal solution according to this principle boils down to finding the 
Hamiltonian function, so to speak, which underlies the basic theory of . 
the principle. 6/

However, for the discrete time situation, any optimal control, prob
lem can be formulated in a dynamic programming framework, because in 
that situation, both the maximum principle and dynamic programming give 

equivalent solutions. Hence for practical purposes in which the deci

sion is taken periodically like the one in timber management decisions, 

dynamic programming often has some advantages, especially in getting 
numerical solutions. The following section will discuss a more concrete 

and detailed formulation of optimal control to approach the investment 
problem in timber management. The numerical procedure for the problem 
will be described in a dynamic programming framework.

6/ The name of the function is after the astronomer-physicist W. R. 
Hamilton who first used such a function to unify mechanics and 
optics. See D. J. Wilde and C. S. Brightler,'Foundations of 
Optimization (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,.
1967) , p. 431.



3.3. Dynamic Programming Solution

In order to formulate optimal control in a dynamic programming 
context, first we. have to specify a stage of the decision process which 
in timber management may be taken as a year or some longer interval of 
time. A stage of one year gives the most sensitive decision rule, but 
little precision is lost in timber management applications by using a . 
somewhat longer period.

Next we have to determine the state variables which are capable of 

describing the future state of the system completely. Since the deci
sion process of our problem is growing a stand of timber, age of the 

stand and a density index can be considered as state variables, because 
once we know the present age of the stand and the stand density, the 

future condition (state) of the stand can be predicted by. the present 

state of growing timber. However, any exogenous factors such as the 
disease of dwarf mistletoe which influences growth conditions of the 

stand will change the future state of the forest system also. Hence, the 
level of disease infestation will constitute another state variable.

Then we have to determine the appropriate decision variables that 
are going to be used to control future states of the standing timber 
system. Since we know that there is a relationship between thinning 
action and the future level of mistletoe infestation, and of course the 

stand density (see Hawksworth and Hinds, 1964; Baranyay and Safranyik, 

1970) , the level of thinning constitutes a decision or control variable.



Another decision variable which will change the future state of the 
forest system is the harvest variable which is a dichotomous variable 
which specifies to cut or let the stand grow. In fact, both of these 
decision variables can be considered as one decision variable because 
the harvest variable is an extreme case of the thinning decision.

One important aspect of the dynamic programming method.requires 
estimation of biological relationships which express each state variable 

in period t+1 as a function of state and control variables in the .. 
previous period t. These relationships constitute first-order differ
ence equations in the state variables and are discrete counterparts of 

the differential equations in (17).

In order to be more specific > . let us introduce the following nota

tion:
x^ = age of the stand;
% 2  = stand density index;
X^ = dwarf mistletoe rating; and 
u = thinning level, including harvest as an extreme.

The set of dynamic relationships will be three in number:

Xl,t+1 = f(ut’Xlt’X2t5X3t) = Xlt+1

X2, t+1 g^ V Xlt,X2t’X3t̂

X3,t+1 = h("t'=lt'X2t'X3t) V

(21)

The equation of x^ happens to be extremely simple, so its specific 

algebiaic form was. written out in the above set of equations. The



relationships in the last two equations of (21) can be estimated by some 
kind of regression analysis, if adequate data could be found. These 
three equations in (21) also constitute a discrete version of the equa
tions of motion which trace the dynamic process over time, starting from 
some initial state.

Now we define a strategy or conditional decision rule (not neces

sarily optimal) which states how to control, the standing stock system 

at any given stage for each set of values of the state variables. Mathe
matically, this rule expresses each decision variable as a function of 
all state variables, at any given stage. . Following the above notation 
and applying it to our problem, this rule can be expressed as follows:

31

dt(=lt'*2t'*3t)- (22)

If we could estimate the relationship of (21) and set up the rule 
of (22) , we would be able to trace the value of each state variable 
through time starting from an initial,state of the process Xq by 
iterating the equations in (21). Therefore, the strategy expressed in 
(22) can be evaluated at any stage.and state of the process. Complete 

enumeration of all possible decision rules given by (22) is riot 
feasible except in the simplest of problems; dynamic programming pro

vides a powerful method to systematically determine the Optimal deci
sion rule..

Since some of the state variables are subjected to random 

fluctuation, the decision rule of (22) which is a function of random
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variables is also a random variable. The fact that the decision rule is 
random, makes it difficult to evaluate a strategy by the above iterative 
method. In cases where a decision process involves some random state 
variable, a Markov decision model solved by dynamic programming can 
overcome the difficulty. In addition, stochastic dynamic programming 
provides a systematic method to obtain the optimal policy, i.e., the 
one that maximizes the criterion function.

Since the decision to be made involves some random variables, the 
appropriate model for optimal control in the discrete case.will, be a 

stochastic decision model solved by dynamic programming to obtain the 
optimal policy. The following discussion will first present the deter

ministic version of dynamic programming and then modify it into a 
stochastic framework by incorporating a Markov chain into the model.

A characteristic of the dynamic programming method is that 

decisions are made sequentially in a multi-stage process. One important 

aspect of this multi-stage decision process is the effect of a decision 
at a given stage upon.the state variables in the immediately following 
stage. A particular decision within the set of admissible alterna

tives will change the state of the process in the passage from one 
stage to the next. If the optimal decision to be made at a particular 

stage of the process depends only on the state of the process at that
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stage, then the decision process.satisfies the Markovian requirement. Jj. 
In a deterministic case, the Markovian requirement is equivalent to 
the difference equation of (21) being first order instead of second or 
higher order difference equations, and also assuming that all relevant 
state variables have been included in the set.

The implied change of the state of the process from one stage, to 
the next resulting from a decision is referred to as state transition. 
Transition.from one state to another can be made deterministically 
(with certainty) or stochastically— according to a probability distri

bution of the future state of the process. The latter is called a 
stochastic decision process.

Now let us introduce dynamic programming with a deterministic 

model. In order to be able to formulate the dynamic decision model, 

the first order difference equation of (21) must be shifted into dynamic 

programming notation in terms of stages as follows:

xI1I-I ' £(un’xln>x2n-x3n) ' xIn'1

xZ1D-I " s0V xIn-xZn-xSnV

xS1H-I " h(un-xln-x2n-x3n)

( 21')

Jj A formal definition of the Markovian requirement can be found in
Richard E. Bellman, Adaptive Control Process (New Jersey: Princeton
University Press, 1961), p. 54.
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where n refers to the number of stages remaining in the planning horizon 
The relation between stages and chronological time can be illustrated 
by the following diagram:

end of the planning
_____________________________  horizon
n n-1 0

Figure I. The Relation Between Stages and Chronological Time.

Bellman's principle of optimality states "an optimal policy has 

the property that whatever the initial state and initial decision are, 

the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard 

to the state resulting from the first decision" (Bellman,1957). 8/

By application of this principle, the entire problem can be summarized 

by the following recurrence relation:

Fn (Xl9X2JX3) = Max [Rn(U1XlJX2 JX3) + g F ^ ^  (x^l) ,g ( ),h( )}]
(23)

where: In (X1 sX 2 5 X3) is present value of total net returns from soil
site in the next n stages under an'Optimal policy, when the 
initial state is that implied by the variables X1, X2, X3.

time —  
0

stage —  
N

8/ A direct mathematical derivation of the recurrence relation.as an 
alternative to the application of the principle of optimality can 
be found in R. E. Bellman and. S. E. Dreyfus, Applied Dynamic 
Programming (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1962), p. 15.
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R^CujX^jX^jX^) is the immediate net return resulting from 
decision u in stage n.

F { (x-1) ,'g( ),h( ) } is the future net returns from the site : n-l I
in the next, h-1 stages to go. The functions g( ) and h( ) are 
evaluated with their arguments set equal to values of the 
variables in stage n, i.e., the arguments are as given in (2lf).
3 = I/(1+r) is a discount factor with interest rate r.

The above procedure describes how to formulate the multi-stage 

decision model to control the production system in growing timber in a 

deterministic framework. If we want to incorporate stochastic elements 

into the model which would more closely represent real world phenomena, 

the dynamic equation (21') and the decision model (23) need slight 
modifications as follows:

x2,„-l' s(V xln’X2„'x3n-en)

.> x3,n-l * K(un’xln-x2=’x3n-.<) 
where e and e' are random variables.. 

discounted net returns function:

(24)

Also (23) becomes an expected

Fn(XljX 2 lX3) = Max E[Rn(U1Xl)X3 lX3) + SF ^ 1C (X1-I) ,g( ) 1h( )}] 
u

Max [Rn (U1 XllX 3 lX3) + 3EFn_1{(X1-I),g( ),h( )}]
U (25)
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where E is the mathematical expectation operator. The function 

R^(u,x^,X2 ,Xg) is now defined as an expected value measure of immediate 
net returns and F^(x^,X2 ,Xg) is an expected value measure of discounted 
net returns.

Since the decision model (25) is a dynamic stochastic decision 
model, it can be approximated as a Markov decision model with a finite 
number of states. The stochastic difference equations in (24) deter
mine the random transition from state to state in the Markov process. 

The Markov process can be expressed in matrix form, where the matrix is 

composed of transition probabilities of changing from any stage i to 
another state j when the stage of the process moves from the n-th 

stage to the (n-l)-th stage. The state of a forest system can be repre

sented by some meaningful set of state variables, such as the ones that 

were defined in (21) for the problem.

Let us define the probability of going from state i to state, j at
the n-th stage under decision alternative k as p^.. Then let us con-

sider a decision rule which specifies k for any given state i, and let

that rule be denoted as k(i). This decision rule is a discrete variable

approximation to the functional relationship (22). If there are M
states possible, the M x M  matrix with element is the transition1J
matrix of a Markov chain. . .
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Because a Markov chain decision process can be considered as 

a discrete approximation to the stochastic difference equations in 
(24), Howard [i960] was able to formulate the Markov decision model in 
a dynamic programming framework. This approximation to the decision 
model of (25) is expressed as follows:

M
(n) = Max [R^(n) + B £ P^jFj(n-1)] , n = I, 2, .... N (26) .

3=1 Fj(O) = 8j

where: F\(n) is the maximum expected present value of total net
returns from soil site when the process is initially in state i 
and n stages remain in the planning horizon.

(n) is expected immediate net returns,given the i-th state, 
k-th decision alternative, and Chq^nHfhyStage of the process.

The {0 } are terminal values of the decision process which can
be set equal to zero if the planning horizon is sufficiently 
long.

There are two solution methods for obtaining the optimal policy, 

i.e., the value iterative and policy iterative methods (Howard,1960). 

However, the value iterative method appears to be the most feasible 
and efficient for problems with a large number of states. The value 

iterative method solves the optimization problem by starting at the 

end of the planning horizon with only one stage remaining; then works 

back to the present by utilizing the principle of optimality at. each 
step. Applying this method, the general formula of (26) then becomes:



F (I) = Max- [Rj(I) + 8 I P^ F (O) = Max [R^(I) + g I pJ.eJj.
k . J=Iljj k 1 j=l 13 J

Or if 6. =0, j = I, 2.....M, we haveJ
kF .(I) = Max R.(I). 

k 1

By using the results of F^(I) we can calculate the following:

k kF (2) = Max-[Rf(2) + g } pf.F (I)]
. k 1 j=l ij J
F (3) = Max [R,(3) + 8 I pf.F (2)] . (27) •

k j=l 13 J
. . . . .

V MF (n+1) = Max [R?(n+1) + g I pf F ,(n) ].
k j=l J J

The iterative procedure of (27) could be used as a computational 
algorithm to solve the optimal control problem of a production system 
in growing timber. A FORTRAN program and guide for its application 

using the above algorithm is now available and was written by Burt 

et al. (undated).
k ■If R ( ) and consequently R^(n) are independent of the stage n as 

n"*00, then it can be shown that the recurrence relation in (26) con
verges to a constant decision rule for large n. Therefore the solu
tion of the problem for n large enough that convergence has taken 

place provides an optimal policy for all values of n. A criterion to.

38
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verify convergence of the optimal policy- is given in Burt and Allison 

[1963]. Hence the computational burden and time for obtaining an 
optimal policy could possibly be reduced.

By using the above algorithm at each stage of the decision process 
an optimal decision rule could be obtained with respect to the level of 
thinning control and final harvest of a timber stand, which underlies 
the basic principle of forest investment decisions, for every possible 

state of the timber production system. Derivation and application of 
an optimal control policy to a disease infected stand of timber in a 

particular forest region requires detailed specification of forest 
conditions in that region. If the forest region consists of several 
management blocks which in turn consist of several forest stands, then 
a different optimal decision rule must be derived for each of the 

various stand conditions which have.different characteristics. In 
order to be able to accommodate changes in parameter values and changes 
in price and cost structure for making economic projections, a sensi

tivity analysis in dynamic programming can be applied without much 

difficulty. ‘

The general model of dynamic programming expressed in (26) con
sists of two major ingredients for obtaining optimal policies. 

Specifically it requires information related to expected immediate 
returns {R^(n)} and the transition probabilities {p^ }. The estimate 

of expected immediate net returns can be obtained via estimation of
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conditional expected yield of timber. This expected yield should 

adequately describe total cubic feet of yields by class, of timber so 
that the conversion can be made, to market value as a function of all 
related decision and state variables involved in the model. In 
economic jargon this relationship constitutes a multi-product joint 

production function where generalized input variables are represented 

by decision and state variables, arid output is comprised of the various 
classes of timber products which have market value.

The second kind of information heeded for the model pertains to . 

stochastic behavior of the standing timber system, which can be repre
sented by two interacting random variables, dwarf mistletoe rating and'., 
stand density index. A third interacting variable in the system is age 

of the stand,. but this variable is non-stochastic. Hence, estimated 
•transition probabilities should be based on the joint probability dis

tribution of two state variables with age entering the joint density 

function as a parameter.
Let us first discuss estimation of the conditional yield relation

ship to estimate expected immediate returns. In the estimation we 
assume wood yield to be similar to that.in the past. Yield varies 

because of many factors; among them are disease, insects, and climatic 
factors which behave.stochastically. Another group.of factors which 

have more "systematic" influence are site characteristics and age of 

the stand at harvest. The relationship of yield and the above factors
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is assumed to be independent of the stage of the process; hence this 
relationship will constitute a function of state and decision variables 
at any given stage if all factors enter the function as either state or 
decision variables.

Let us simplify the discussion by assuming that a single variable 
(total marketable volume if you please) can be used to measure timber 

production, and thus we are dealing with only one equation which 
describes yield in terms of various factors mentioned above. Factors 

which remain unchanged over the growth cycle of timber, site charac
teristics in particular, do not need to be entered in the timber yield 

equation because their values can be treated as merely parameters in 

the dynamic optimization problem;

Certain stochastic variables which one might want to delete for 

the sake of simplicity cause no problem, if they are not stochastically 

dependent with any of the included factors of the yield equation, or 

at least the dependency should be quite weak. For example, a study 
such as this one which focuses on the influence of dwarf mistletoe 

upon timber growth would be simplified a great deal if we could delete 
climatic and insect variables from the timber yield equation, and 
essentially pool the random influences of these variables in the error 

term of the regression equation.
The regression equation for this simplified view of the timber 

yield relationship would take the following form:



J,

qt. =. *(ut,Xlt,X2t’X3t̂  + et , t = 0, 1, 2, ..., T

E(e. ) = 0

E(e )̂ = a2 , E(et,et+T) = 0  T ^

(28)

where: is the quantity of merchantable volume of timber in cubic
feet for period t. ■ .

is thinning level, including harvest.
x is age of the stand for period t. it:
X^t is stand density index for period t.
X^t is dwarf mistletoe rating for period, t.
et is a random disturbance which represents climatic factors 

and other factors which individually are relatively minor.

The above physical relationship would be used for estimating expected

net returns at each period resulting from the decision implied by u .■ t
Expected immediate net returns are defined as the difference 

between value of gross returns, and variable costs which can be . 

expressed as follows: ■

where: R(ut,X^fc,Xgfc,Xgt) is expected immediate net returns in period t.
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G(ufc,x^^,X2 t, i s  expected immediate gross returns in 
period t. '
C(u^,x^^,X2 ^,Xg^) is expected variable cost of thinning for 
period t.

Expected timber yield can be obtained by estimating the conditional 

expectation of yield from equation (28) for any decision implied by u 
at. period t. This conditional expected yield can be expressed as., 

follows:

t

E(qt|ut'xl f x2 f x3t) " *("t'xlt'x2t'x3f> <30)

where E is.the expectation operator.

Assuming perfect competition in the output market, expected 

immediate net returns can be calculated as follows:

R(uf xlt’x2 f x3t) ' P»E<V V Xlt’X2t’X3t) - ctV xI f x2C V :

V fuC xI f x2C xSt3 - cfuCxICx2CxSt3
(31)

where P is the price of merchantable wood per cubic foot.

In more general terms, we would have several timber yield equa

tions, one for each of several dependent variables which would esti
mate quantities of various classes of wood harvested. This would then 

be converted into total gross value by an appropriate set of prices for 

classes of timber.
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As explained earlier, the transition probabilities could be esti

mated by means of a joint probability distribution of.two state vari

ables. Hence the joint probability density function can be expressed as.:

^ l t $^2tlUt,Xlt,X2t,X3t^ (32)

where £ and are specific values of the random variable x^ 

and x^ t+.j. Note , that Ufc, x^^, Xg^, and X^t enter as parameters in 

the joint density function for x^ t+^ and x^ t+ .̂
The transition probabilities defined as {p^.} explain stochastic.ij ■ .

changes in the stand density index and mistletoe rating as the movement 
occurs from one stage to the next. Specifically, the basic concern is 

the probabilities associated with future states of the forest system, 

which in this problem can be represented by the three state variables, 

age, stand density and mistletoe rating. But the change from one age 

to the other is with probability unity, so that age enters the 

stochastic transition from stage to stage in a trivial way.
Consider the.range of values for Sach stand density and dwarf 

mistletoe rating as h ving been divided up into discrete intervals as 

follows:
< X0 < X oriX21 -  X2 -  X22

x22 -  X2 -  X23

31 -  3

x32 -  X3 -  X33
(33)

X2H -  X2 -  “ X 3 l  I x 3 i 00
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Also, consider the thinning variables as taking a few.discrete values 

Ul’ U2’ ‘ ’ Uk an<* USe t îe integer k to denote the value of u^. Age
is rather naturally defined for discrete values on an annual basis. 

However, the stage of the decision process is.arbitrary and could 

constitute a period of time longer than a year, for example, 5 or 10 
years. Age is defined as an integer to correspond, with the time period, 

used as a stage, for example, age equal to 5 would imply 25 years of 
age if the stage is a 5-year period of time.

With the above conventions, we can now define the transition 
probabilities in (26). The i-th state implies a combination of three 
conditions: (I) x^ equal to an integer which specifies age, (2) x^

lies in one of the intervals as outlined above, and (3) x^ lies in a
kparticular interval as outlined above. Therefore, p^j is the probability

that x goes from its interval, associated with state i to its interval 
2

associated with state, j, that simultaneously x^ goes from its interval 

associated with state i to its interval associated with.state j, that 
simultaneously X- goes from the integer value associated with state i 
to the integer value associated with state j, and also simultaneously

that the decision variable u is equal to U1 . We note that the only
k . ■value of j for which p^j can have a positive value is where x^ is equal 

to its value at state i plus one, otherwise the probability must be 
zero. This observation follows from the non-stochastic nature of age

as a state variable.
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The actual calculation of the transition probabilities {p..}1J -

would be accomplished by analysis of the residuals in the regression 
equations used to estimate (24). The classical assumptions of the 
regression model would provide a base from which to begin. However, the 

almost certain stochastic dependence between the residuals in the 
equations for and x^ should not be overlooked.

Estimation of these two major components of the model, namely (24) 

and (30), requires physical-biological information which is possibly 
obtainable from continuous forest inventory or basic data which were 
specifically collected for this purpose. However, in a situation where 

basic data are difficult to obtain, we will try to pursue another method 
to approach the control problem in forest management. The last two 

chapters of this study will use a simulation method to approximate 

a solution to the problem.



chapter iv
. SIMULATION APPROACH TO.CONTROL PROBLEM

4.1. The Setting

The control problem In this chapter will deal with the management 
of forest production systems in which the timber stands involved are. 
affected by an exogenous factor which is the disease dwarf mistletoe 
(Arceuthobium species). This disease causes major, losses of pine and 
other coniferous stands, especially in Western United States and 
Canada (see, e.g., Baranyay and Safrahyik, 1970; Hawkswprth, .1961;

Shea and Stewart, 1972; Graham, 1961; Korstian and Long, 1922). In 

the Western United States it has been estimated that the annual loss 
to dwarf mistletoes due to growth reduction and mortality is over 3 
billion board feet (Hawksworth,1972).

Biologically, these diseases can be quite easily controlled in 

conjunction with silvicultural practices, because (I) they are 
generally host specific, (2) they are obligate parasites which means 
that they die as soon as the host dies, and (3) their rate of spread, 
through a tree or stand is relatively slow. The effective silvi-. 

cultural controls available now are physical, i.e., through thinning 
or clear cutting. Thus, disease control for improving a timber pro- . 
ductiori system can be incorporated with management decisions related 
to determination of thinning level and the length of rotation cycle.
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Since we are interested in a control problem in which the stand of 

timber is influenced by an extraneous factor of disease, we begin with 

a discussion of the nature of the disease and its affect on timber 
growth, together with possible methods of control. Then the economic 
model for disease control is developed.

4.2. The Impact of Disease Infestation
Literature dealing with research on the disease of dwarf mistletoe 

infestation is voluminous (see Hawksworth and Wein, 1972). Yet, only 

a few studies are directly related to quantitative measurement which 

can be used to evaluate the impact of the disease on stand development; 

Hence, the following review will discuss only the research which has an 

important bearing on the problem of disease control in relation to 
timber management.

An early study by Korstian and Long [1922] measured the impact of 

dwarf mistletoe on stand growth of ponderosa pine by using a stem 
analysis method on felled trees. They concluded from observing Various 
degrees of mistletoe infection that there was little or no reduction 
in the growth rate of lightly infected trees, but that there was a 
marked falling off of current growth of heavily infected trees.- Radial 
increment of a 5-year period in heavily infected trees was only 12 to 
14 percent of that of uninfected trees. The reduction in cubic foot 

increments was Somewhat less, ranging from 15 to 31 percent of that 

for disease free trees. Based on the individual estimates, the. authors



aggregated the impact on the whole stand. The influence of the disease 
infestation on timber quality was also briefly discussed. However,, 
this study did not reveal the total loss caused'by the parasite 
because the researchers did not.measure the effect of disease on . 
mortality.

Hawksworth and Hinds [1964] improved the estimation of dwarf . 

mistletoe impact on the standing trees by taking into account the 

volume loss caused by mortality, in addition to the effects of ...
mistletoe infestation on survival trees. They estimated the impact 
of infestation over a longer period of time by devising a measure

ment scale of dwarf mistletoe infection which represented the state 
of disease infestation in an infected tree. Thisi dwarf mistletoe 

rating (DMR) was expressed as the sum of ordinal values assigned by 
an integer number (0, I, or 2) to different parts of the infested 
tree crown which reflects the intensity level of the disease infesta
tion. 9/ It was found that this rating was highly correlated with 
the time since infestation started.

49

9/ The actual way the infection was rated: first the live crown is
divided into thirds, and each third is rated as 0, no mistletoe; 
I, light mistletoe; and 2, heavy mistletoe. The rating of each 
third is added to obtain a total for the tree. Based on the 
individual rating of an infected tree in the sample plot, then 
the rating for the whole stand was averaged on each rating.
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In order to evaluate the effect of dwarf mistletoe on individual 
trees Hawksworth and Hinds [1964] performed a regression analysis 
between percent volume reduction, stand age when infected, and time 
since infection. It was reported that the time since infection made 
a relatively higher contribution to explanation of the variation in 

percent volume reduction than the influence of age of the stand when 

infected. Hence, indirectly the dwarf mistletoe rating had performed 
well as a measure of dynamic impact of the disease infestation.

Mortality rate was estimated from the number of dead standing 
trees around the.infected lddgepole pine stand. It was found that 
mortality in the infected lodgepole pine stands was higher than the 
plots in the stand with no mistletoe. Further, the mortality rates 

based on cubic volumes showed low correlation with time since infec

tion. Presumably, this is because most of the trees died before 
they reached the minimum size for which cubic foot volume was esti-

.

mated. ' ... ' . . ■ i
The authors then used their results for individual trees to

.. ; iestimate the impact for the whole stand. By creating a measure of

dwarf mistletoe rating for infection intensity and estimating its 
impact on percent reduction over time, this research revealed an 

important piece of information needed for dynamic control processes . 
on stand development. No decision alternative other than the 

classical replacement decision was allowed, however, because the study
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assumed that there was no treatment (control) during stand develop
ment. 10/

Myers, Hawksworth and Stewart 11971] used results of the previous 

study done by Hawksworth and Hinds [1964] to incorporate dwarf mistletoe 
effects into a stand management simulation study for lodgepole pine . 
in the Rocky Mountain Region. This simulation study was primarily 
concerned with development of a computer program to calculate certain 
key variables associated with managed dwarf mistletoe infested lodge- 
pole pine stands. The simulation model is capable of generating 
information on yields pertaining to different levels of the state of 
mistletoe infestation and thinning decision alternatives. Thus, the 
research provides physical-biological information which should enable 
us to develop a decision model for controlling production systems of 
disease-infested timber stands of lodgepole pine under specific forest 

management objectives. However, this study like most other research 

based on simulation does not try to search for an explicit formal 

optimal policy for controlling the production process in growing . 

timber stands. Nevertheless, the simulation program does contain some

10/ For articles dealing with economic replacement models, see Oscar 
R. Burt, "Economic Replacement,"'SIAM Review, V, No. 3 (1963), 
pp. 203—208, and Oscar R. Burt, "Optimal Replacement Under Risk," 
Journal of Farm Economics, XL-VII, No. 2 (1965), pp. 324-346.
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potentially useful dynamic interrelationships which could be used for 
dynamic decision processes related to our problem." ' . ■- r "

Although the simulation study provides information pertaining to 
dynamic decision processes, all input and output variables in the 
model are expressed in physical-biological terms. If the decision is 

to be based oh economic criteria, the model must be expanded to con

tain price and cost elements to introduce the role of economics in 
achieving an optimum decision rule. The simulation model which will 
be discussed in the next section will include economic factors, and 
the decision criteria to guide management decisions will be formulated 
explicitly in a formal decision model based on widely accepted invest
ment criteria for forestry.

4.3. Simulation Model
Naylor [1971] has stated that simulation is a numerical technique 

of "last resort" to be used only when analytical methods are not avail

able for obtaining solutions to a given model. A realistic investment 

problem in forestry deals with a complex probabalistic production sys- . 
tern, including physical-biological relationships coupled with the 

price system over the entire economic life of the.forest, which makes 
an analytical solution of the investment problem extremely difficult, 
if not impossible. Because of this complexity and the available 
computer simulation model of Myers, at ai. [1971], simulation plays
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an important role in the economic model to be used here. The simula
tion study is redirected into a more specific objective to solve the 
economic problem of optimal management of diseased stands of lodgepole 
pine. Even though the simulation study is based on a deterministic 
model, the certainty equivalence.principle suggests that the deter
ministic solution to the problem will give a good approximation to 
the stochastic problem of the investment decision if the decision rule 
based on this model is carried out sequentially (see, e.g., Simon,

1955; Theil,' 1957; Madanshy, 1960; and Burt, 1971) .
Discussion on the simulation model will begin with an explanation 

of the physical-biological relationships of the timber production sys

tem as described by Myers at. al. [1971]. Then after modifications of 
this model into an economic system, an economic criterion for invest

ment decisions will be formulated. Specification of the objective 

function of the investment model will be consistent with a dynamic 
control model of disease-infected lodgepole pine stands faced by a 
forest management authority in the Rocky Mountain Region.

The simulation program on physical-biological aspects of managing 
disease—infected stands is similar to that of a previous study done by 
Myers [1967] in constructing a yield table for healthy stands of lodge
pole pine, except additional information.is calculated on the exogenous
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factor of dwarf mistletoe infestation in the stand. 11/ Myers et.--.al. 
[1971] used several basic working relationships for their simulation 
program in the form of equations (among them are difference equations) 
and tables.. Parameters in the equations were estimated from data 
obtained in semi-permanent plots of lodgepole pine stands. Those 
stands represented various site qualities with indices ranging from .
30 to 85, and dwarf mistletoe infestation varied from none to very 
heavy. From each sample plot, several variables were measured and the 

field data were then converted to calculate volume and other values for 

each plot on a per acre basis. Basal area and other per acre values, 

including average stand diameter (DBH) 12/, were used as dependent 

variables to obtain predictive equations to be used in the computer 

program called LPMIST. 13/ This computer program was. written in FORTRAN 
language (see appendix). .

11/ A yield table would show values of physical yield of wood products 
and other related.state variables of the forest stand for each 
period of time during the rotation cycle, for a given thinning 
policy.

12/ The abbreviation DBH is "Diameter at Breast Height" where the 
diameter of a tree is usually measured.

13/ Apparently, this abbreviation stands for "Lodgepole Pine Mistle
toe."
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The LPMIST program consists of the main program and four sub-
-■routines. The main program performs most of the computations and 

writes the yield table. Three subroutines compute average stand 
diameter and stand density after thinning. The fourth subroutine 
computes factors that are used in the main program to convert total 
cubic feet of wood to other units. The modifications of the original 
LPMIST program into LPMIST2— where an additional subroutine is called .. 
for economic calculations— does not change the operation of the main 
program. The description of the modified program is essentially the 
same as in the LPMIST program. Only the order of data input is some

what modified. The calculations necessary in simulation operations of 
a production system in disease-infected stands are outlined in Figure 

2 which shows operation of the main program.
The program first reads in the values of stand parameters and 

state variables. Then, it calculates the dependent variables by means 
of predictive equations just prior to the thinning, decision. Based on 
the predictive values of the dependent variables, total cubic feet is 
computed. This total cubic feet value can be concerted to other values 
by means of a special subroutine. If a thinning decision is required, 
then another subroutine computes new values of the dependent variables 
explained below. Based on these new values, total cubic feet and 
associated values are calculated by a new subroutine after the thinning 
decision occurred. One of the subroutines uses thinning.standards
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based on the goal of sanitation thinning. The.reduced infection rating 
due to this sanitation thinning then is computed by the main program as 
a function of average stand diameter.

In order to make successive projections on stand variables over 

several periods of time, a special loop.is used. Another loop calcu

lates the impact of thinning decisions for different thinning cycles. 
Before calculations reach the terminal operation of the program, a 

subroutine for economic calculations is called and final results are 
printed in a table of. LPMIST2. Economic calculations are directed 

toward achieving the objective of a control process applied to disease- 
infected stands, details of which are described in the following sec
tion.

4.4. Objective of the Control Process

Since the decisions in forest management are periodic, the dis
cussion of the control process in this section will be in the context 

of discrete time. It is assumed that the decisions involved in the 
control process are sequential, where the management planning horizon 

is divided into several time periods of say 10-year intervals. The 
criterion function, or management objective for the disease-infected 

stand, is assumed to be maximization of the sum of discounted net 
returns over an infinite planning horizon.

To clarify the decision problem, let us assume that at a. certain 

time period in timber stand development the forest manager faces a
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disease^infected stand which is to be controlled. When the stand has
grown up to that period, say time period t = s, the condition 

•' '  ̂ ■■■ ■ 
of the timber stand (including the state of the disease infestation)
can be described by a state vector Xs. Based on technical knowledge 

of effective methods for controlling disease-infected stands, the. 
forest manager has several decision alternatives from which to choose; 

let. a particular decision be implied' by decision U8, For this partic
ular control problem, the decision vector may take the form of U8 =
[u8,u8] where u8 indicates whether or not to harvest the timber and
U^ = ys implies a thinning decision.

tThe state vector X which enters the periodic, net return function
in time period t is somewhat redundant in a nonstochastic model since

an initial value of X and thinning policy y^, y^, ..., y^ completely 
1 2  Tdetermine X , X , ..., X • However, since the state vector at any 

period will give additional descriptive value to the return function
tand simplify the mathematical model, the simulation model uses X 

directly in making numerical evaluations on the return and cost func

tions.
The forest manager may assume that after the first cycle of the 

control process, the bare land resulting from clear cutting of a 
disease—infected stand will grow the subsequent timber crop in a 
disease—free state continually, cycle after cycle, into perpetuity. 
This assumption is justified from the disease control viewpoint as
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explained by Hawksworth [1972], particularly on the obligate parasitic 
nature of dwarf mistletoe in pine stands. Of course, the diseased 
stand must be completely cut with rib diseased trees left standing.

Now, let us define the following notation:
T = length of the rotation cycle;
yt = combination of actions constituting a thinning decision in 

stand age period t;
tCyf c ) - periodic net returns generated from the timber stand 

as a result of thinning decisions implied by. y at 
age period t, when the stand can be described by the 
state vector Xt;

H(T,X*") = net harvest value at the end of the rotation cycle 
when the state vector is X^;

@ = I/(1+r) = the discount factor associated with the age interval
t.

We have made a change in the notation where the period of time has

been replaced with an age period, such as on the superscript t of the 
tstate vector X . This switch to age as a substitute for time assumes

that time per se does not affect net returns and harvest value. The
t T -subscript t on RfcCyfc9X ) and argument T in H(T,X ) was used to make 

the relationships more explicitly a function of stand age, which implies
tthat age is not included in the state vector X , t = I, 2, ..., T.

Note that if we did not enter the state vector into the return 
function RfcC.*) and H('), these functions would have to be written as

\tri' ?2' ., yT). This observation...,, yfc) and H(T,y^, y2
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clarifies the advantage of including the state vector in those functions 
since it makes the return function conditionally independent of earlier 
thinnings— like Bellman's Markovian requirement on the net returns in 
a dynamic programming framework.

Given an existing condition of the forest described by bare land, 
the opportunity cost of the land will be equal to the maximum soil 
rent associated with a new stand of timber-starting from bare, land and . 
all.subsequent rotations over an infinite planning horizon:

T
K* = Max [ I R (y Xt)Bt + H(TsXt)3T]/(I - 3T) (34)

T,y. t=i
i=l to T

where net returns are assumed to be received at the end of each period. 
Note that Xt reflects a disease-free stand at t = I, 2, ..., T.

Because we can expect that after controlling the disease we will 

have a disease-free stand, then the objective of the control process 

can be expressed by the following criterion function when the current 
diseased stand is of age t:

^ x t ) Max Tr[T,y , V , 
T9Y1
i=l to T

T
= Max I I R (y ,Xj) Bj + H(TsXt)B1 + k V ^ ]  • 

T,y. 3=t 3 
i=l to T

(35)
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Note.that Xt reflects the state of the disease and each subsequent X^, 
j > t, also reflects some level of disease, depending on y^, ^..

yj-r
In a sense the objective function of the control process in (35)

can be considered"as a generalization of the Faustmann criterion. Since
the maximization of (35) has to be done with respect to two sets of
arguments, T and {y.}, the maximization operation can be carried outJ
in two phases. First, we maximize the criterion function (35) with, 
respect to T which gives the following:

Max TT(T,yt, y ^ ,  ... , Y ^ X t) = • • •■»
T

Then, in the second phase we maximize with respect to y^, > •

yT to obtain the final solution, ", Hence, in short we have:

(36)

f(Xfc) = Max Y(yt,yt+1, ..., yT ,Xt) 
yi
i=t to T
Max [Max ^(T.y , y , ..., y ,X )]
Y1 T
i=t to T

Max ir(T,y , y - , ..., yT ,X ) 
T,y
i=t to T

(37)

The above maximization.operation.is essentially what we use in the
*computer program for this study. First we find K , then .'V'(yt >. » i
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yT,X ) for a limited set of thinning policies, and finally we maximize

tover thinning policies to get f(X ). Each of the last two maximiza
tions must be made with initial disease condition, stand age, etc..
taken as fixed.



CHAPTER V
APPLICATION TO LODGEPOLE PINE

5.1. Data Description and Assumptions

The present value functions in (34) and (35) for determining optimal 
thinning and rotation policies consist of two important components to be 
estimated; (I) net returns associated with timber management decisions 

at each period, and.(2) the discount rate associated with opportunity 
cost of capital invested in the project. In order to obtain numerical 

solutions to the investment problem, we have to■quantify'and evaluate 
these variables.

To derive estimates of net returns, the physical yields, of wood, 

generated by the computer program in a yield table for each age period 

of the timber, are multiplied by an appropriate price of wood products 
which then gives the stream of gross returns. The.stream of gross 

returns adjusted by variable costs related to a particular timber manage

ment decision then gives the stream of net returns..
In order to clarify the calculations involved, let us use the

following notation: 
tR (y ,X ) = expected net returns associated with managing a timber 

t stand where the decision is. implied by yt and the state
of the system at period t is described by Xt.

t 'G (yt,X ) = expected gross returns associated with managing a timber 
t stand where the decision is implied by yt and the state

of the system at period t is described by Xt.
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£ct(yt>X ) = expected variable costs associated with managing a

timber stand where the decision is implied by yt and 
the state of the system at period t is described by
Xt-

EC^tlyt’— = T is expected physical wood yield whose
estimate can be generated by a computer program 
in a yield table associated with the management 
decision implied by y when the state of the sys
tem at period t is described by Xt.

Assuming a perfectly competitive wood product market, the expected 
net returns for any period t can be calculated by the following method:

Rt(y^ x t) = PwECqt Iyt9Xtjt) - CtCyfcjXt) = P j Cyfc, A t )

- C tCytA ) .  (38)

Assume further that the price of wood products, Pw , is determined by 

interaction of supply and demand forces in the wood product market out

side the timber production system. Then an estimate of wood product 
price can be based on time series of wood price data for related wood 

species which reflects the equilibrium prices that have been* prevailing 

in the market as the result of the interacting forces.
The most closely related wood product price for timber production 

decisions is stumpage price. The stumpage price in a perfectly compe
titive market at any specific location will equal the price of sawlogs 

at the mill gate minus the cost of availability (including harvesting 
and transfer costs). A general model of stumpage price formation has 

been described by Gregory [1972] and a stumpage price response to
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changes in volume of timber sold has been studied by Hamilton [1970].
The former author explained the uniqueness of the s.tumpage price, forma

tion where the location factor has an important role in determining the 
equilibrium price. The second author concluded that in the short-run, 
stumpage prices have fluctuated considerably. Moreover, an examination 
of the region's stumpage market indicates that shifts in demand for wood 
products, rather than quantity of stumpage offered for sale, are the 
primary determinants of this short-term price fluctuation.

One source of wood price data used in this study originated from 

stumpage price data which was compiled by Holt [1973] at the Pacific 

Northwest forest research station. The published stumpage price data are 
categorized into several subgroups according to wood species and the 

regions where they are formed. One of the wood species, in the publica

tion is pertinent to this study, namely lodgepole pine (Pihus concorte) 

and the regional coverage of the price report includes the Rocky Mountain 

region. From this price data we can determine the current stumpage 

price, the minimum price which has ever prevailed, and the highest price 
projected for the future. These different levels of estimated price 
are used in making sensitivity analyses in the simulation study.

Another component of the stream of net returns in (38) is cost 
variables. The cost of timber production has time and spatial dimen
sions, where the costs may vary from period, to period and from one stand 

to another. Hence, the forest manager should be aware of possible cost
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variations associated with each timber stand during each period of stand 
management. Therefore, an attempt must be made to obtain representative 
costs which can accommodate these cost differences. Whenever possible, 
cost should be related to physical input, state of the standing timber 
system, and the decision taken at each timber management period.

In relation to the cost structure, we know that production economics 
distinguishes two kinds of costs, i.e., fixed and variable costs, as 
components of total cost. However, the costs that directly relate to 
production decisions are variable costs; that is, the costs that vary 

with the state of the timber stand system, investment decision, and age 
period. A source of cost information that virtually meets the above 

requirement has been developed by Wikstrom and Alley [1967]. These 

authors derived predictive cost equations, originally, for the purpose 

of cost control in timber management decisions, by using multiple 

regression techniques. They constructed cost equations related to each 

timber management activity that incurred costs such as site preparation . 
costs, including slash piling, burning, and land scarification costs, 

planting costs— in case natural regeneration failed to,establish a new 
stand— and thinning costs. By applying proper adjustments to local 

conditions, labor wage and equipment costs, this study employes these 
cost equations in combination-with the computer simulation program which, 
at its final stage, is capable of generating a performance measure based 

on the economic criteria as discussed in the last chapter.
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The most difficult parameter to be estimated in measuring present 

value of net returns in an investment model is the discount rate which 
reflects the opportunity cost of capital, either as viewed by private 
enterprise, or social opportunity cost as viewed by public decision 
making agencies. Although we are dealing with investment decisions 
related to timber land which belongs to the public domain, private 
investment criteria may help throw some light on public investment 

decisions related to forest land resources (see Lutzes, 1951; Masse, 
1962; and Hirschleifer, 1970). In. discussing difficulties of assessing 

social opportunity cost of capital, Feldstein [1964] concluded that the 
only way to assess the social opportunity, cost is to discount at social 

time preference. But the search for a perfect formula to specify a 
social rate of time preference is futile. It is often the case that the 

rate is set solely as a matter of. social policy, taking into account 

certain ethical principles as well as economic opportunities. Hence, 

various lines of approach attempting to find a rational choice for the 
discount rate all appear to be highly subjective. Therefore for 
purposes of.the analysis of this study, the discount rate used in the 
investment decision.is specified at several values rather than a single 

value. Another advantage of selecting a set of different values of 
discount rates is that it enables us to evaluate their impact on the 

optimal solution of the investment problem.
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5.2. Model Experimentation

The purpose of model experimentation with a simulation program is 
to evaluate the impact of changes in parameters and initial states on 
the optimal decision rule for the problem. This analysis sometimes is 
called sensitivity or parameterization analysis. The computer simula
tion model provides a basis for making such analysis and to evaluate 
those changes on the performance measure of the system under study, and 
hence on the optimal decision rule for the problem. The. procedures for 

selecting the initial state and parameter values of the standing timber 
system which are related to the physical-biological aspects in the 

simulation program are well explained by Myers, at a]L. [1971] in their 

manual. However, we do not attempt to select an exhaustive set of com

binations of state variables and parameter values of the timber stand 
system; rather the choice is made in a systematic.way to obtain a 

meaningful economic range of results and avoid redundancy in the analysis 

Thus we do not attempt to explore a complete set of parameters and 

initial conditions to generate a complete surface of the output of the 
system's performance because such an attempt would be too costly.

For example, we choose only the most typical site quality for the 
timber stand which has an index of 70, with which we choose a limited 

range of other parameter and state variable values of the timber stand 

system including stand age,, initial time of disease infestation, stand
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density at the initial management period, stand age at initial thinning, 

the level of thinning goal, and thinning interval. The desired level.of 
thinning goal and thinning interval are combined to constitute a partic
ular thinning policy. Among eight combinations of thinning policies 
we selected seven combinations of thinning policies where each of them 
is a combination of sanitation thinning, two levels of desired goal of 

stocking at subsequent thinning with a given initial level of thinning, 
and two thinning intervals. 14/ For the decision of no thinning, we set . 
up the initial stocking and subsequent levels with very large values so 
that no thinning will occur. The original program always entails sani

tation thinning when a thinning decision is specified. The authors—  

among them is a forest pathologist— apparently believed that sanitation 

thinning is so obviously necessary in managing disease-infected stands . 

that its economic evaluation would be a waste of time.
Selection of values of predetermined variables related to economics, 

such as price levels of outputs , were based primarily on time series data 
and also using other sources of information. On the other hand, the 

cost variables related to thinning and harvesting activities are 
endogenously built into the computer simulation program because these 

costs are a function of the state variables of the system. However, the

14/ A more detailed explanation of.thinning combinations is. discussed 
in the next section.:
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cost of establishing a new stand is estimated by pertinent cost equa
tions outside the system.

Results of the analysis showed some of the present values calculated 
to be negative. This result is mainly due to high current establishment 
costs prevailing in the region. Then we tried to reduce establishment 
cost by about one-third by excluding some components of establishment 
costs which seemed unimportant. There is a realistic possibility of 
reducing the establishment costs since the seed for lodgepole pine 

species is capable of establishing its new stand naturally without 

dozer, piling and land scarification, if prescribed burning is practiced 

properly. With proper burning of the slash, the resin that usually 

seals the scale of the pine cone will melt at about 113°F. 15/ When 

this occurs the scale is free, to flex and spread apart to release the 
seed to expose it to mineral soil which is the primary requirement for 
natural regeneration of a new stand. Even though this can occur, under 

natural regeneration without fire, the prescribed burning at least will 

guarantee establishment of a fairly good new Stand (Tockle, 1961). Based 

on current knowledge available, however, reduction of establishment cost 

would result in a sparser tree distribution in the stand. Hence, for 
this kind of situation, we set up a lower initial stand density as 
compared to the one with full establishment cost.

15/ The closeness of the pine cone, which causes difficulty in spreading
its seed, is referred to as cone serotiny (Lotan, 1967).
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In addition to predetermined price levels estimated from time series 
data, we also use an estimate of the future price of wood mass— instead 
of lumber price. The assumption behind the projected future price is 
based on the good prospect of new development in wood technology to 
produce a man-made wood, so to speak, without regard to the dimension of 
the log. A preliminary report on fiberboard and particle board as sub
stitutes for lumber and plywood by Western Timber Industry showed that 

the possibility is promising. 16/

The discount rate chosen by a public decision agency to analyze an 
investment problem such as that in this study is seldom based on a purely 

financial objective for timber production. Nevertheless, the interest 

rate, like other factor prices, is an important element in determining 

allocation of resources. Some approaches to the selection of discount 

in practice have been discussed by Johnston, at al. [1967], including 
the long-term government borrowing rate. Gregory [1972] argued that the: 

accepted view today is that the appropriate interest rate for public 
investment is the opportunity cost of capital taken from.private 
investors by the tax system. This cost and the government borrowing 

rate both are typically lower than any encountered in the private

16/ "Particle Board to Outdo Lumber Coming Next?," XXII, No.: 3
(Western Timber Industry, 1974).
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capital market. The rate in question is in the neighborhood, of 3 per
cent if the influence of inflation is accounted for. It is interesting 
to compare this rate with an aggregate physical growth rate for timber,
the growth rate in Pacific Coast Forests has been estimated to average

' 1 .
only 0.44 percent. 17/

Howeveras explained in the previous section, interest rates 
chosen for this study are a set of values ranging from very low to 5 

percent. This range, with half a percent between each value, should 
give sufficient information for making a.sensitivity analysis and yet 

maintain a positive present value in the optimization model which gives 
an admissible optimal solution for the investment problem.

Having selected the appropriate values of timber stand parameters 
and initial conditions for each set of these values, the computer 

program is run in two stages. First, the present value.function for 

a disease-free stand is calculated and this value is maximized over

an infinite planning horizon by a search procedure to obtain the
' * •value of K as expressed in the formula of (34). Then this optimal 

value resulting from the first stage, was inserted into the second stage

17/ U. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, "Timber Trends in 
the United States," Forest Report No. 17 (Washington,, D. C.: 
Government Printing Office, 1965).
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program to search the optimal value of. a generalized present value 
criterion as expressed in formula (35). This optimization provides a 
solution to the investment problem for managing a disease-infected stand

A stage in the decision process with a shorter time period would 
in general give a more sensitive decision rule. However, the original 
computer program was constructed in such a way that the program can 

permit only time intervals larger than 10 years. Therefore, a quadratic 
function was fitted to three values of the criterion function in the 
neighborhood of the optimal solution with respect to the decision vari

able T i n  order to give a more sensitive decision rule. This final 
analysis gives a more accurate estimate of the optimal rotation age.

5.3. Simulation Results

Results of the simulation computations are summarized in Tables I, 

2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. From Table I we can visually observe the optimal 
present value, or discounted net returns (DNR), for a perpetual timber 
crop which is disease-free for various price levels and interest rates. 

The other five tables show optimal DNR with respect to the sum of.soil 
site value and existing timber stand value for various price levels and, 

interest rates, as well as the values, in relation to different timber 

stand conditions. . The impact of variation in economic elements and 
physical-biological conditions of the stand bn optimal solutions to 

the investment problem, i.e., the optimal rotation,length and thinning 
combinations, can also be evaluated.
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TABLE I. OPTIMAL DECISION RULES STARTING FROM BARE- LAND UNDER AN 
INFINITE PLANNING HORIZON.*

Interest
Rate

Decision Variables Criterion
Rotation Length Thinning Decision Present Value

Pet. Years $/Acre

Current Price
0.5 120 II 2,149
2.0 80 II 159.
3.0 70 II 26 :
4.0 70 II -22 ;
5.0 70 II -43 '

Highest Price
0.5 120 II 6,266
2.0 80 H 661
3.0 70 II 247
4.0 70 II 82
5.0 70

Lowest Price

II 7

0.5 120 II 1,696
2.0 ■ 80 II . 125
3.0 70 II -13
4.0 70 II . -29
5.0 70 II -48 ' -

Advanced Technology Price
0.5 90 I 1,761
2.0 70 I 214 .
3.0 60 I 87
4.0 40 I .41
5.0 40 I 19 .

*A11 timber stands are assumed to be disease free.
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TABLE 2. OPTIMAL DECISION RULES FOR CURRENT PRICE. .

/ .

Interest
Rate

State Variables Decision Variables. Criterion
Density

Initial
Age

Time Since 
Infection

Rotation
Length

Thinning
Decision

Present
Value.

Pet.
Trees/ . 
Acre Years Years Years " $/Acre

0.5 . 2000 20 10 20 A ■ 2,137
0.5 2000 30 20 103 H  . 2,337
0.5 2000 40 30 104 II 2,226 :
0.5 2000 50 40 50 I .■ ' 2,13.7
0.5 6000 20 10 20 A 2,134
2.0 2000 20 10 94 VI . 229
2.0 2000 30 20 102 II 317
2.0 2000 40 30 103 II 292
2.0 . 2000 50 40 50 I 176
2.0 6000 20 10 20 . . A 180
3.0 2000 . 20 10 85 VI 86
3.0 2000 30 20 94 IV 127
3.0 . 2000 40 30 94 . IV 122

. 3.0 2000 50 40 90 I 49
3.0 6000 20 10 91 V . 27
4.0 2000 20 10 84 ' VI 33
4.0 2000 30 20 93 IV . 51
4.0 2000 40 30 93 IV 51
4.0 2000 50 . 40 92 I . 23
4.0 6000 20 10 105 I .5
5.0 2000 20 10 76 . I 6
5.0 2000 . 30 20 . 79 I 18
5.0 2000 40 30 87 I 15
5.0 2000 50 40 92 I 13
5.0 6000 20 10 104 I . 2 •

^Independent of thinning decisions.
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TABLE 3, OPTIMAL DECISION RULES FOR THE HIGHEST PRICE.

Interest
Rate

Sbate VafiabIes Decision Variables Criterion
Density

Initial
Age

Time Since 
Infection

Rotation 
' Length

Thinning
Decision

Present
Value

Pet.
Trees/
Acre Years Years Years $/Acre

0.5 2000 20 10 20 * ' 6,258
0.5 2000 30 20 99 II 6,756
0.5 6000 20 10 20 * 6,238
2.0 2000 20 10 91 VI 757
2.0 2000 30 20 102 II 971
2.0 6000 20 10 20 * 651
3.0 2000 20 10 85 VI 332
3.0 2000 30 20 94 IV. ,446
3.0 6000 20 . 10 20 * . 207
4.0 2000 20 10 84 VI - 162 .
4.0 2000 30 20 84 III 238
4.0 6000 20 10 80 VII 76
5.0 2000 20 10 83 VI 77
5.0 2000 30 20 82 . Ill 128
5.0 . 6000 20 10 80 VII 26

^Independent of thinning decisions.
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TABLE 4. OPTIMAL DECISION RULES FOR THE

:
LOWEST PRICE.

Interest
Rate

State Variables Decision Variables Criterion
Density

Initial
Age

Time Since. 
Infection

Rotation
Length

Thinning
Decision

Present
Value

Pet.
Trees/
Acre Years Years. Years $/Acre . ■

0.5 2000 20 10 20 A ' 1,669
0.5 2000 30 20 103 II 1,834
0,5 6000 20 10 20 A 1,666 ....

'2.0 2000 20 10 96 VI 169
. 2.0 2000 30 20 102 II . 142
2.0 6000 20 10 . 20 A 126
3.0 2000 20 10 85 VI 60
3.0 2000 30 20 102 : II . 90.
3.0 6000 20 10 84 . ■ I 15
4.0 2000 20 10 79 I 21
4.0 2000 30 20 93 IV 31
4.0 6000 20 10 105 I 3
5.0 2000 20 10 77 . I 11
5.0 2000 30 . 20 80 I . 13
5.0 6000 20 10 .105 I I

^Independent of thinning decisions.
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TABLE 5. OPTIMAL DECISION RULES FOR.ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY PRICE.* ;

Interest
Rate

State Variables Decision Variables Criterion
Initial
Age

Time Since 
Infection

Rotation 
Length .

. Thinning 
Decision

Present
Value

Pet. Years Years . Years $/Acre
0.5 20 10 63 I 1,852
0.5 30 20 61 I 1,932.
2.0 20 10 57 I 323
2.0 30 20 56 I 385
3.0 20 10 45 I 186
3.0 30 20 44 I .245
4.0 20 ' 10 41 . I .133
4.0 30 20 41 I • 192
5.0 20 10 38 I 101
5.0 30 20 39 I 161

*This price is associated with a reduced establishment, cost and a
lower initial density of 500 trees per acre. There is also a sub-
stantial change in the way wood iss assumed to be utilized.
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TABLE 6. OPTIMAL DECISION RULES. FOR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY PRICE WITH 

CURRENT ESTABLISHMENT COST.*

Interest
Rate

Deciaidri Tafiables Criterion
Rotation
Length

Thinning 
. Decision

Present 
.....Value

Pet. ' Years Years
. I •
$/Acre

0.5 40 I 1,997 .
2.0 40 I 408
3.0 . 40 I 258

. 4.0 40 I 184
5.0 40 I 140

*Th±s current establishment cost is associated with initial stand 
density of 2,000 trees per acre, initial age of 20 years, arid 
infection time of 10 years.
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In order to clarify some notation and possible implications of the 
results, we should first explain the meaning and definitions of the key 
words in the tables and the related variables which were used in ;the 
simulation operation. First, thinning combinations which constitute 
alternative thinning decisions are defined below:

I = no thinning;
II = thinning for sanitation only;

III = combination of sanitation thinning with stock level goal at 
subsequent thinnings equal to 120, and a thinning interval 
of 20 years; '

IV - combination of sanitation thinning with stocking level goal 
at subsequent thinnings equal to 120, and a thinning inter
val of 30 years;

V = combination of sanitation thinning with stbckihg level goal 
at subsequent thinnings equal to 80, and a thinning.inter- 
' val of 20 years;

VI = combination of sanitation thinning with stocking level goal 
at subsequent thinnings equal to 80, and a thinning inter
val of 30 years;

VII = combination of sanitation, thinning with stocking level goal 
at subsequent thinnings equal to 50, and a thinning inter
val of 20 years;

VIII = combination of sanitation thinning with stocking level goal 
at subsequent thinnings equal to 50, and a thinning inter
val of 30 years.

All thinning decisions start with an initial stocking level index 

of 120. The stocking level refers to a stand density index, expressed 
as basal area per acre where the index is based on 10 inches of stand . 

diameter; while stocking goal indicates the desired level of the 
stocking index expected to result after a thinning has been executed.
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Thinning interval refers to the time interval between two consecutive 
thinning decisions during the growth period of the timber stand.

In the computation of a simulation run, we, used three price levels 
based on time series data where each of them consists of prices of two 

components of the wood harvested; one is saw-timber price and the other 
merchantable timber (pole) price. The current price for saw timber is 
$50.00 per thousand board feet and the current price for merchantable 
timber is $100.00 per thousand cubic feet. The highest price is based ; 
on current price plus average increase of timber prices during the 

previous ten.years, which reached .275 percent of current price so that 

this price is $137.50 per thousand board feet for saw timber and $275.00 

per thousand cubic feet for merchantable timber. The lowest timber 

price which ever prevailed is .80 percent of the current price, so that 
the lowest price of saw-timber is $40.00 per thousand board feet and 

$80.00 per thousand cubic feet for the lowest merchantable timber price.

Besides the above price levels we.also use a future price projection 

for advanced technology in wood utilization, based on the assumption ■ 
that raw wood price will reach 150 percent of the current price. This 

price is $150.00 per thousand cubic feet. The technology assumed to. 
exist for this price is such that only volume of wood is important and 

the current bias of the price system toward saw timber does not exist.

We. have a simplified situation where value of the harvested timber is 
simply the product of price and volume of timber.
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Current establishment cost for site preparation was.estimated at. 
$59.47 per acre, while the reduced, establishment cost used was $20.00 
per acre. The computer program was run for the reduced.establishment 
cost that is associated with a lower initial stand density. Based 
on current knowledge available, this lower stand density will be 
around 500 trees per acre. Also*-.the computation for the advanced 

.technology price with current establishment cost was run to evaluate 

the impact of this price projection On the optimal decision rules.
The state variable which measures the degree of disease infesta

tion is time since infection. The reason for this representation is 

that time since infection is highly correlated with timber volume 

reduction caused by. the disease.. Thus time since infection is a surro

gate measure of dwarf mistletoe rating which is used as. an index to., 
measure the degree of disease infection (see Hawksworth and Hinds, 1964) 

Let us now interpret the results of the simulation experiments and 
examine the economic implications. First, in Table I We can observe 
the impact of interest rates and price levels on optimal DNR, rotation 

length, and thinning decisions in cases when we plant a disease-free
stand starting from bare land. Discounted net returns (DNR) in Table I 

*are equal to K in equation (34). In this table we notice that based 

on the current price level, the optimal DNR for higher, interest rates 

than 3 percent is negative, .̂ pr the lowest price, negative values 

even start with a 3 percent interest rate.
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In comparing, optimal DNR of the advanced technology price with the 

ones of the first three price levels, the results show that even though 
the optimal DNR of the advanced technology price are all positive, DNR 
are lower at the upper interest rate levels than with the other, price 
levels. The reason behind this result is that at lower interest rates 
with lighter discounting, the advanced technology price is associated 
with the reduced establishment cost which interacts with a lower.density, 

as a consequence of less intensive site preparation. The final result 
then yields a lower optimal DNR for the advanced technology price.

Further observation of Table I shows that the first three price 
levels and variations in interest rates, in general, do not significantly 
change the optimal decision rules, i.e., the optimal rotation is the 

same within the 10-year approximation allowed and- the optimal thinning 
decision is of the Type II Which implies thinning for sanitation only.

The impact of the lowest interest rate consistently gives a longer 

optimal rotation length for every price level. This implies that when 
the cost of capital expressed as the interest rate becomes very low, 

there is a general tendency to postpone cutting timber in order to obtain 

the higher value associated with more mature trees which yield more 
saw timber.

In a diseased timber stand, it is important to realize that the 

maximization operation on the generalized present value, or generalized 
discounted net returns (GDNR), for controlling the disease-infected
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stand implies that we maximize the sum of present value of the timber

stand in its current state (if it is infected) and discounted soil site
*value for the bare land, K . Hence, there is a close relationship 

between GDNR and K . In fact, the difference, GDNR - K , can be con
sidered as a measure of the value of the presently standing timber 
independently of the land itself.

Tables 2, 3, 4,5 and 6 show optimal values of GDNR and related 
decision rules for controlling disease infected stands for various prices . 
and interest rates under different initial stand conditions. From 
Tables 2, 3, and 4 we can evaluate the impact of different interest rates 

and price levels on the optimal GDNR and optimal decision rules, namely 
the optimal rules related to thinning and rotation length. Each of these 

three tables can also be used to evaluate the impact of different 

interest rates and stand conditions on the optimal GDNR and decision 
rules at each given price level.

The first impression of the results is that when the interest rate 

becomes higher, the resulting optimal GDNR is lower. This result is ' 

merely a logical consequence of the interest rates being inversely. .

related to the weights used in the discounting of future net returns.. 
Hence the optimal GDNR decreases with an increase in the interest rate.

Variation in the interest rate does, change the optimal decision, 

rules. The change in interest rates from 2 to 5 percent at the same 

stand density usually causes a shorter optimal rotation length in a
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diseased stand.. The logical basis for this result is essentially the 
same as given above for a disease-free stand. The exception to this 
general influence of interest rates on the optimal rotation length 
occurs when the diseased stand is in a state for which the best action 
is to replace it immediately with a new rotation.

Thd first row of Table 2 illustrates a case where the optimal 

action is to cut the diseased stand immediately, which is associated 

with an interest rate of 0.5 percent. But the same stand and a rate of 
2.0 percent (row 6) indicates an optimal action much different; namely, 
wait 74 years before replacement (a rotation of 94 years instead of 
20 for the diseased stand). An explanation for this apparent anomaly 

is that at a lower interest rate, we can afford to immediately plant a 

more highly productive disease-free stand and wait for it to mature, 

where at the higher interest rate, this delay in receipt of the returns 
costs too much and we are better off to keep the less productive 
diseased stand until maturity.

Examination of the impact of the first three price levels shows 
that a change in price does change the optimal rotation length and 

thinning decisions. However, the change of optimal rotation is within 

the range of 20 years so that from a practical, management viewpoint. it 

is not very significant. Hence, we may say that the price levels do 
not greatly influence the optimal solution to the investment problem 
for this particular lodgepole pine stand.



Price changes from the current price.level to the advanced tech

nology price for a given stand condition decrease the optimal GDNR 
about 7 percent and extend the rotation length at very low interest, 
rate. However, at the higher interest rate, advanced technology price 
increases the optimal GDNR and decreases the rotation length, ceteris 
paribus. This result implies that advanced technology requires earlier 
cutting of timber fn order to obtain a better wood-mass production and 
higher optimal GDNR without regard to the size of the timber and also, 
requires no thinning.

Comparing Tables 5 and 6, the impact of the establishment cost 
can be evaluated for the same advanced technology price. The reduc- 
tion of that cost causes a lower optimal GDNR and longer rotation 

length. This result shows that the reduction of the cost interacts 
with less volume of the wood due to the lower stand density and the 
final result yields a lower optimal GDNR. . For obtaining an optimal 
GDNR the sparser stand has to wait a longer period to yield more wood 

production. However, since advanced technology does not require good, 
timber, for lumber, different establishment cost requires no thinning 
decision.

Comparing the optimal rotation length at different infection 
times, the results show that when time since infection becomes longer, . 

the optimal rotation length in general becomes longer. This result 

signifies that when the intensity of infection is heavier, the diseased
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stand needs a longer growth period in order for the stand to reach saw- 

timber size. However, since the impact of infection length is con
founded with the influence of different initial ages, the result does 
not give an unequivocal conclusion with regard to the impact of infec
tion time due to limitation from biological nature of the disease.

There is a biological limitation in interpreting the economic impact 
of longer disease infection time. First, dwarf mistletoe is a chronic 
disease which is difficult to observe visually in the field before the 
infection time reaches 10 years, except by a microscope intercellular 
investigation on the wood tissues infected. Because of the chronic 

nature of the disease, any visible degree of infection by the disease 

must, have been developed from an earlier date when, the infection started. 

Hence, we cannot assume that any visible mistletoe has started.at a 
time less than 10. years prior to its appearance in experimental data.

Another problem is the assumption within the model that the entire 
stand of timber is infected in some average or uniform way. About the 
only.way that this situation can.occur is when the seedlings of a new 

stand are infected by an overstory of diseased trees. This is 
apparently the reason for the computer program of Myers et al. [1971] 

being written such that stand age and time since infection must.be 
chosen in a systematic way; namely, age must exceed time since infection 
by a 10-year - interval.
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At a given price and starting at a sufficiently, low interest rate 
an increase in stand density appears to reduce the optimal rotation 
age. . But at sufficiently high interest rate, the converse seems, to be 
true. The breaking point on interest rates where the reversal takes 
place depends on the price level assumed.— see the tables.

The tendency is not very defensible because of limited data pro
vided by the analysis, but the evidence is clearest in Table 4, next 

clearest in Table 2, and the reversal does not appear in Table 3 but. 
supposedly would at a high enough interest rate.

The impact of interest rate and price levels on the optimal. 
thinning combinations depends on the condition of the timber stand.

A low initial stand density with a short infection time shows that
the majority of. optimal thinning combinations are of. Type VI; that is,

...

the thinning combination of sanitation with desired stocking level at 

subsequent thinning with index 80 and thinning interval 30 years. In 

addition, it is noticed that the shortest optimal rotation length.
(20 years) is necessarily associated with a situation where thinning 

is irrelevant because the current stand is replaced immediately.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

6.1. General

This study attempts to analyze a forest production decision problem 
in general and the management aspects related to investment decisions.
An application is made to a thinning and rotation decision for a disease 
infected timber stand in particular. ' Since production decisions in 

forestry involve large lapses of time— where large amounts of capital 

outlays are. spent at the initial period of production and receipts are 
dominated by the income from terminal harvest (point-input-output case ■ 

of investment)— an appropriate line of approach to the problem is 

capital theory because the essence of the theory is concerned with.the 
economics of time. In an earlier chapter we presented an.elementary 

notion of capital theory and applied the basic structure to an investment 
model for a simple decision problem in forestry which can be solved 
analytically. However, as the problem becomes more realistic,., a more 

sophisticated method is required to analyze and solve the problem.

Dorfman [1969], in interpreting modern control theory from an economic 

viewpoint, has asserted that optimal control theory is identical with
capital theory. Hence a more realistic, but more complicated analytical

. .

framework for approaching forest production decision problems in this . 
study is that of optimal control strategies.
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We define a strategy as a conditional decision rule which states how 

to control the forest production system at any given stage of timber 
stand development for each set of values of state variables describing 
the system. The strategy is applied sequentially as new information 
on the state of the system unfolds through time and the rule is chosen 
to maximize a certain criterion function.

Forest production constitutes a complex probabalistic system, where 
some of its state variables exhibit random fluctuations over time. Hence 

a decision model for controlling the system should be capable of 
capturing the stochastic behavior of the system. Among various methods 

available to approach the control problem in forest.production, 

stochastic dynamic programming seems to be the most appropriate method 

for solving the problem. An advantage of stochastic dynamic programming 
is in obtaining numerical solutions to the problem since it provides 

a method to search for the optimal policy in a systematic way. In addi

tion, a decision model based on this method can recognize and explicitly 
incorporate risk aspects of the decision into the model so that the 

uncertainty of future outcomes resulting from any decision can be 

evaluated.
Dynamic programming requires the definition of a stage of the process 

which serves as a basis for the multistage decision model, and. the state . 
variables, which can capture the essence of the state of the system. Then 

we formulate the state transformation functions which can predict or .
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trace the dynamic process through time. Prediction of the future state 
of the system can be made deterministically, with certainty, or 
stochastically according to the probability distribution of the future 
state of the system. In a stochastic version of the decision process, 

we incorporate a Markov chain into the decision model, where the transi
tion probability matrix of the chain can be estimated from the condi
tional probability distribution of the future state of the process by 
means of an analysis of the residuals of regression equations.

Having specified the variables of the system and estimated the 
parameters required in the dynamic relationships, a criterion function 
for the problem is formulated as maximization of the sum of expected 

discounted net returns with respect to soil site— the Faustmaim criterion 

in a statistical sense. In order for a criterion function to be applied 

in a dynamic programming framework, the criterion function must be 

decomposable by stages. A multistage problem which can be solved by 

the dynamic programming, procedure is characterized by a separable 
criterion function and satisfies a first-order Markovian dependence 

structure (see Bellman, 1961). This condition is met in the investment 
problem in forestry because the net returns are assumed to occur at 

each stage and to be additive.
An essential step in formulating the control problem using dynamic 

programming is application of the "principle of optimality" which yields 

the fundamental recurrence relation. This recurrence relation connects .
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the.different sub-problems at each stage of the overall problem, and 
in effect, permits the control problem to be solved in terms of a. number 
of smaller optimization problems. With such algorithms, the optimal 

decision rule for the investment problem in forestry can be obtained.

If there are variations in stand parameters due to different locations, 
and in case ah economic projection is needed using different values of 
predetermined economic variables, a sensitivity analysis can be applied.

Besides the advantages of stochastic programming for solving the 
control problem in forestry, there are some obstacles to successful 

implementation of this method. The first obstacle.is related to computer 
capacity, where for each set of values of the state variables, the 

algorithm must perform an optimization operation and store the result.

Hence, dynamic programming is usually.impractical when there are more
'

than two state variables per stage unless computing resources are . . .  

sufficient to permit the reduced speed of computations associated with 

partial storage, on disc files. In large computer systems with plenty 

of disc storage for spillover, problem size is largely limited by the 

budget the analyst can justify to solve the problem. .
Another obstacle is related to empirical measurement of parameters' 

to estimate transition probabilities in the Markov chain. This problem,. 
like that in every area of research in agricultural economics, requires 
some ingenuity by the researcher. Nevertheless, the importance of this 

aspect in research using stochastic.dynamic programming is crucial, so
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that Burt (undated) has made this admonishment: "Do not get too excited
about solving any economic question until you check the feasibility of 
estimating these transition probabilities."

6.2. Specific Problem

As explained in the first part of this study, the basic.data for 

estimating the dynamic relationships which constitute state transforma

tion functions in dynamic programming, which are needed to approach the 
control problem in forest production, are not readily available. Hence, 
in the second part of this study we pursue another method to solve a 
specific problem in forest management.

The specific problem of this study deals with the control problem 

of managing a disease-infected lodgepole pine stand caused by dwarf 

mistletoe. The disease constitutes one of the exogenous factors 

affecting timber growth with an adverse effect, particularly on

lodgepole pine stands. Since the relationship between the level of
r ■ .

disease infestation and its effect on timber growth can be predicted 
over time, Myers et al. [1971] have incorporated its impact in a 
computer program to be used in simulating management problems of 
diseased stands. In a sense, the exogenous influence of the disease has 

been internalized into a stand management system to account for its . 

impact in evaluating a timber stand for management purposes. The 
simulation program is capable of generating information on yields per
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taining to different levels of the state of the.disease infestation^ which 

can be altered by thinning decisions. However, this simulation model 
does not try to search for an explicit optimal policy for controlling 
the production process in growing timber; neither does it contain 
economic elements to be used for an economic decision. Hence in order . 
for the simulation program to be used to build a decision model based 
on economic criteria, the program had to be modified somewhat.

Consistent with the.control problem of managing a diseased timber 
stand, we modified the simulation program into an economic model with a 

more, specific objective function to solve the economic problem of optimal 

management of diseased stands. The modified program contains economic 

elements such as price and cost components * which at the final stage of 

its development is capable of generating a performance measure of the 
forest management system based on economic criteria. The criterion 

function of the modified program is generalized present value as ah 

extension of the Faustman criterion.

Although the economic decision model for this specific problem is 

deterministic in nature, by virtue of the certainty equivalence principle, 
the model can be considered as a good approximation for solving a 
stochastic problem in managing forest production systems because the 
decision process based on the model is carried out sequentially. The 
search procedure used to find the optimal solution for the investment 

problem specified in this study is consistent with the nature of the
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the technical and physical-biological aspects of the problem in managing 
a diseased stand.

The modified computer program will help a forest management 
authority in making decisions related to investment problems in any 
forest stand conditions— whether a bare land condition, a healthy stand, 
or a disease-infected stand. In other words, for any given initial . 

state of the forest production system and appropriate estimates of 
economic factors outside the system, optimal decision rules can be 
derived which are similar to results like the ones that are presented . 

in Tables I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Even though these tables were con
structed from a.limited number of data input combinations for the 

computer program, conceptually these tables can be expanded with a 

large number of data input combinations sO that the tables will consist 

of complete information needed by the forest manager to make appropriate 

decisions. In. practice, the forest manager does not have to construct 
such large tables if he has access to a computer. With a computer 
available, he can calculate the optimal decision for a given situation 
by using physical-biological data related to the forest system and 

the appropriate economic information. Further, with the availability 

of a computer, or "complete" tables, the forest manager at.any time 
period of management, say period t, can always take an appropriate 
decision from among many possible courses of investment alternatives 

which affect the future state of the system. When he arrives at the
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next period, say t+i period, he can again make an optimal decision 
after observing the state of the system at that period. In shortj 
he can proceed through the decision process sequentially where the con
sequence of a decision at any period is carried over to the next, and. 

the next period decision is extended to the following period, and so on 
into perpetuity.

In general, the model gave results which are consistent with a. 

priori logical reasoning applied to the investment decision problem. 

Hence we believe that the approach can:be expanded for application to 
other species and larger areas than the Rocky Mountain Region. However, 

in order for the effort to be successful, many improvements of the model 

should be made, such as validation of the physical-biological results of 
the simulation by comparison with actual observations.in the field by 

examining forest inventory, data. ' Estimation of prices can. be improved 

by additional supply and demand analysis for the interrelated timber 
products.

For the particular timber species of Iodgepole pine in the Rocky 
Mountain Region, in general, economic elements of price levels and 
interest rates do not have a very substantial influence on the optimal 
investment decision, especially with respect to rotation length. Hence, 
optimal economic management decisions for diseased timber stands in 
this particular situation depend mostly , on physical-rbiolqgical aspects 
of the forest.
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In addition, it is noted that the low interest rates necessary to 

obtain positive discounted net returns in forestry projects, especially 
in tree planting activities, are not attractive for private enterprise, 
particularly for low wood quality like lodgepole pine. The one 
exception to this conclusion is where an advanced technology in wood 

utilization was assumed, in which case, mere production of wood in any 
form becomes the dominant consideration and lodgepole pine can then 
produce a high value product. Rotations are substantially shorter for 
this.kind of wood usage because saw-log size is not a dominant con
sideration any longer.
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o PROGRAM LPMIS-T

TC CCMPUTE /-NU PRINT YIELD TABLES FOR EVEN*AGFD STANDS OF LODGFPOLF 
PINE INFECTED BY DWARF MISTLETOE,
DEFINITIONS CF VARIABLES,

ADDHT = INCREASE OR DECREASE IN' AVERAGE STAND HEIGHT BY THINNING 
AGED = INITIAL AGE IN YIELD'TABLF•
GASC = DASaL AREa CUT PER ACRE.
BASQ « BASAL AREA PER ACRE BEFORE THINNING*'
BAST = BASAL AREA PER ACRE ARTFR THINNING*
GCFC = ECARD FEET CUT PER ACRE.
RCFO = DCARD FEET PER ACRE BEFQRE THINNING*
BCFT = BCARD FEET PER ACRE Af I'ER THINNING*"
CFMC - MERCHANTABLE 'CU* FT* CUT PER ACRE*
CFMO = MERCH * 'CU* FT. PER ACRE BEFORE THINNING*
CFMT.= MERCH * CU * FT * PER ACRE AFTER THINNING*
DBHO « AVERAGE STAND D . B * H « BEFORE THINNING*
DBHT = AVERAGE STAND D * B * H * AFTER THINNING* .
CENC = TREES CUT PER ACRE*
DENO = TREES PER ACRE BEFORE FHINMING *. - 
■GENT = TREES PER- ACRE AFTER TH INN INC. .
DIE = TREES LOST IN DISEASED STANDS IN 10 YEARS, IN PERCENT*
CLEV « GROWING STOCK LEVEL FQH INTERMEDIATE CUTS AFTER THE FIRST 
CMR = CLAPF MISTLETOE INFECTION -RATING*
DMPT = MAXIMUM INFECTION EXPECTED IN STANDS AFTER THINNING*' GOAL 

FCR- STANDS NOT ALREADY BEYOND DMR CF 3*0* .
-DSTY= LCWEST-VALUC OF DLEV USED IN-A TEST* - 

■ HTSO = TREE HEIGHT BEFORE THINKING* '
HTST-= TREE HEIGHT AFTER THINNING* '
'UCYCL = INTERVAL BETWEEN INTERMEDIATE CUTS*KSTEP >  INDiCATQR WITH VALUE OF ONE IF CURRENT THINNING IS FROM 

C . BELOW AND TWO IF CURRENT THINNING IS FROM ABOVE*
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o KTR Oi'.INDICATOR w ITH VALUE GREATER THAV- ZERG IF A SCHEDULED

" H  M'-; NG HAS Fi E Fr. SKIPPED BECAUSE MfsTLETQE INDEX IS TCP HIGH 
CF BECAUSE STaNC IS ALREADY TC SPECIFIED STOCKING*

MIX = NUMBER OF STOCKING LEVELS EXAMINED PER TEST*
NFLAG'= INDICATOR LlTH VALUE GREATER THAn ZERO IF A THINNING FROM 

ABCVE HAS BEEN MaDE aT ANY TIME *
HSTS = NUMBER OF TESTE PER BATCH*

' CLT = PERCENT MORTALITY IN HEALTHY STANDS*
PCT = PERIODIC HEIGHT INCREASE In INFESTED STAND, AS A PERCENTAGE 

CF THE INCREASE IN COMPARABLE'HEALTHY STANDS*
PRET = PERCENTAGE OP TREES- RE'AIMED AFTER THINNING*

. REDT.= PERCENTAGE REDUCTION 1% NUMBER CF TREES WHEN DMR IS 
REDUCED TO DMiRT RY THINNING*

PINT a n um be r OF YEARS FOR wh i ch A s ing le PROJECTION IS MADE*
RGTA => FINAL AGE IN YIELD TABLE*
SITE = SITE INDEX*
START ■ STAND AGE At TIME QF INITIAL INFECTION*
TEM - PERIODIC D »B «H * INCREASE IN INFESTED STAND#.AS A PERCENTAGE 

CF THE INCREASE IN COMPARABLE HEALTHY STANDS*
THIN = GROWING STOCK LEVEL FOR INITIAL- THINNING*TCTC = .TOTAL CUBIC FEET CUT PER ACRE*

. TCTC = TCTaL CUBIC FEET PER ACRE BEFORE THINNING*
TCTT = TOTAL CUBIC FEET PER ACRE AFTER THINNING*
.COMMON BA, BAST, DSHD, CBHT # CENG# DMP, C-MR T , FC TH # PRE T, PROG# REST,VCM

. DIMENSION VARI 9 I, T-EMiH(B)
DIMENSION SAGEi 20 I # SAWTIM (.20 I # MERCH V CL { 20 NTREES (20 I'

*#CVAL(SC!,MBiEO),CSAWTIMt2 0  >CMERCHVCU20)#DIS(8)#CONSTANT ( g ) .
Vi TVOL (20, CTVOL (20 I

READ ESTABLISHMENT COST, LUMBER PRICES# INTEREST RATES# AND CONSTANT'S
READ (£#-15) -..CESTBiVSAwTIM, vMERCHVCL* V'T VCL"
RE-A D (-5 ,-.TC ) NF ATES ,OPTION '
REPEAT .3# FOR I = (I, MR A TES-)
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3 READ(SilS) DIS I 2*I“l C O N S T A N  I <2*I«1 DI 5(2#I)/CONSTANT(2*I)
READ NUMBER CF TESTS PER BATCH FRUM CARD TYPE ONE•

READ (5,5) NTSTS 
' 5 FORMAT (14)

IF(NTSTS • LE• O ) GO TO 310
EXECUTE PROGRAM ONCE FOR EACH SET OF INITIAL VALUES CF INTEREST*

. CO '300 I = IiMESTS
C
C READ INITIAL VaLUES, OhE TEST AT A TIME' FROM CARD TYPES 2 AND 3.
C

READ (..BiTO/END-SSO) JOYCLiMIX 
TC FORMAT ( 2 H  )

IFfJCYCL ■ •Lt* O * OR• Mix * LE« 0) GO TO 310 
READ (BiTS) AGEOiDBHQ.iDENOiDS.I YiRINTiROTAiSITEiTHlMSTART 

. TE FORMAT (SE 8.. 3 I ■
' VaR(I ) = AGEC 

■ VAR(E) = DBHC 
VAR(S) = C-ENC VAR(A) = LSTY 
VAR I. 5 I -HINT '■
VAR(6 ) = HCTA 
VARt 7 I = SI TE 

- V A R ( 8 >. = I HI N 
VAR(S) = START 
Ce 2C L = I i 9;
IF(VARfL) * L E • 0*0) GO TO 310 .

" 20 CONTINUE.
■ CLEV 0 *0

C
C PROVIDE FCR- SEVERAL GROWING STOCK LEVELS PER TEST* . .
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PC 3CC M=IfMIX 
A-o-M

. -ACD-HT = CyO ...
ECFO o C L  
ECFt = C •0 

. CFMO = CtC 
CFMT = C ‘0
Cmr = a .c
CMRT c C O  

." HTCUM = C'O
METER = I - - . . . . .
KTR « O 
NFLAG = C  
TIME = C'O

■ CLEV = (DSTY + ' (Ai »A 10.0) ) •= 10*0
. Ba sC = DENO * 0,0054542 * DBHO » DBHO 
KR = O

COMPUTE CURRENT DWARF MISTLETOE- RATINO UNTHINNED STANDS*
■ TIME = ACEO= START 

IFlTTME *LEv 0*0.) GO TO 25
. DMR =0.30572 +'0,08654 f TIME « 0*00016 v DENO 
.IFldmr .l t . 0 *0 ) DhR = o*o ■
I FI DMR .GT « 6'0) D.M R = 6*0

o bt ai n a v e r a g e 'h e i g h t - and v ol u m e s PER ACRE. . .
-25 IFIAGEO .GT. 45.0 GC TO 30

HTSO= 3.86111 ®. 0.05979 » AQtO + 0*01215 V AGEO 4- SITE 
V GC TC 3:5
30 HTSO -= C '33401 « 33*2866 / A G E O +  0*92341.* ALOGlC(SITE) + 6.27811 I* ALOCIOISITE) / AGEO

KTSO = I C » G f * HTSQ- .
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' 35 PCT '* .1.0 61 C «0165 * DMR * DMR 
HTSO » HTiiQ » PCT.'

COMPUTE TCTa L CU. FT« AND CONVERT TO OTHER UNITS*
C2H; = CBhD v DBHO » HTSO 
IF ( D 2 H .GT1 7000»0) GO TO 40.
TCTO = (C «0 0 2 7 6 V DEH - 0*00059 * EASO * 0*00577) * DENO 
GC TO 45

40 TCTO =."(0*00248 V DEH + 1.96336) * DENO 
45 IF I DfiHC - .IT* b « G ) GO TO SD 

VDM ” DBHU
BA ■= EASC "
.CALL LPVCL
BbFC = TCTC 4 PROD
CFMC = TCTC * FCTR .

sc r e s t  » THiN
ENTER LOOP.FCK REMAINING COMPUTATIONS AND PRINTOUT*

CO-250 K=TflCO
IF I ACEC .GE, ROTA) GO TO 90

COMPUTE D-. B .,H • AFTER THINNING.

IFlDMR .LT. 3*01 GU TC 55 
EAST = DASO

.DBHT = CBKC
CMRT = CMR

. HTST '= HTSQ .
. KTR = I

CC TC 75 .
-ES IFlPMF .EQ* C O )  GO. TO 63 .
■' IF iNFLAG 'GT. O I GO TC 62 
■ CMRT .<= C *25 v DBHO. => O-EC
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IF(DKRT 'LI' 0*0 > DMRT = 0«0 
IFfDMRT .GE. DMR) CO TO 62 
CALL LPCLVd 
NFLAC- ■ I
KSTEp = 2  
EC TO 65

. 62 CALL LPCUa '
' IF(PRET .'GE* 100.0) GO TC 67 
KSTEP = I
DMRT = DMR + 0«0275 * PPET “ 2*79 
C-C TQ 65'63 CMRT = CMP 
CALL LPCLTl
IFfPRET ‘GE. 100.0) GO TO 67 
KSTEP « I

65 IF fBAST ,LT* BASO) Go TC 70 
67 BAST a BAS-D 

DPRT = CDHO 
DMRT = DMR .
PTST a HTS Q 
KTR =' I 
GC TQ 75

CCMPLTE HEIGHT AND VOLUMES AFTER THINNING* ,/
70 GC.TQ (71,72), KSTEP
71 ADDHT = 6*79950 « 3*41979 V ALOClO(PRFT)

• GC TO.- 73
72 ACDHT = 3*76362 V ALOGiO(PRET) *» 7.97347
73 HTCUM = HTCUM + ADDHT 

HTST = HTSc + ADDHT
75 UDENT = (BAST / (0.0054542 » OBHT v' DBHT)) + OiB DENT. = JDENT -

BAST,.a C»0054542 v DfiHT v DbH( * DENT - 
DPH = DBHT V DBHT >/■ HTST
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I F (D 2H  .GT.  7 0 0 0 . Q ) GO TO 80
TCTT = (C *0027ft v 02H « 0.0000 9 * BAST « 0*00577) v DENT 
GG TQ 85

SC TCTT = ( C «00248 V DHH + 1 . 9 6 3 3 6 )  * DENT

CONVERT TOTAL CU. FT .  TO OTHER UNITS, .

85 I F  (DQHT . I -T-  5 * 0 )  GO TO SO von = . Obht
BA = BAST 
CALL LPVCL 
BDFT = TCTT * PROD 

- ’ CF.HT ■= TCTT » FCTR

CHANGE MODE AhD ROUND. OFF FOR PRINTING, . '
SC J a GF-O = AGFG . '

JSITE = SiTE
JDENC “ CLNO + 0 * 5
JHTSC ” H1 SO + 0 * 5
JTOTC a ( TcTO % 0 . 1  I + 0 . 5
JTOTQ = j "I OTO *  10
JB-ASC = BASO- + 0 . 5
w'CFMC ■ = ' (CFMO *  0 , 1 )  + 0 . 5

' JCFMC- = w CF MG V 10 • :
JBDFO = (UCFO V 0.01 I + 0.5 
JBDFC » qBDF.G-v 100 
JHTST s 'HTST + 0.5 

. JTCTT = (TQTT * 0.1) + OrS 
JTQTT = JlOTT v 10 
JCFMT = iCFMT v G.i ) + 0-5
JCFMT ■ JCFMT • V 10 .. - ' .
I F ( JCFMT ■*GT.  .JCFMO) JCFMO = UCFMT 
JBCFT = ( BDFT v 0 . 0 1 )  + 0 . 5
JBDFT = UBDFT V 100 ■ ■ -
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IF(JBDFT *GT * JBDF O ) JBDFO ° JBDFT 
JBAST = BAST + 0.»5 
uDENC *■. JDENO - JDENT ; •
JBASC = uBASO = JBAST
JTOTC = JTOTG “ JTOTT
JCFKC = JGFMO - JCFMT
INJCFKC *LE • 0) Jcfmc = 0 
JtiDFC = WiBDFO. - JtiDFT
IFIJBBFC * L E • Q)' JBDFC = 0 

WRITE HEADINGS FOR YIELD TABLE.

IF(K .GE‘ 2) UO TO 120 
WRITE I6>y5 ) JSITE,THIN,DLEV

95 FORMAT I1H1,///,39X,S3HYIELDS PER ACRE OF Ev EN=AGED STANDS OF LODfi 
IEPOLE ■ PINE/1H , 6 7 X /11 HS I T E INDEX , I3/iH ■ # 38X-A29HTHINNING INTENSITY 
2» INITIAL- , F 5 * O i 2 X > 12 H SU B S E Q U E N T « , F5«0 )■■
WRITE I 6,100 )

100 FORMAT I I H O > 2 5 X, 3 B H E N T IR E STAND. BEFORE AND'AFTER TH INNING , 28X # 26HP
IEr i o b ic. i n t e r m e d i a t e  c u t s )
WRITE (6,105 I

105 FORMAT ■( IKO, 3X * 5HQ T AND , I O X/QHB A S AL , 3X <7H A vERAGE', 2X , 7HA V ER AGEV 3X , SR 
lT0TAL>'3xVtiHMERCHANT”,3X,9HSAWT.lMB.FR,SXf 5HB.ASAL,4X,5HT0TAL#3X,9HMER 

■ 2CHANT-#3X>9HS.-AW.TIMBER) 1 -
WRITE (6,110) ■ ■ •. '

n o  FORMAT (IH , IOX > 3H AGE i Ax > BHTRtES, BX > H ARE A > AX /6.HD “ 8 * H « , 3X, gHHE IGHT 
1,2 XV 6 H V C L G M E , 2 X, 11H A B L E' VOLUME ,.4X > 6H VOLUME, 3X > 5HTREES> 3X> AH ARE A # 3x 
2> 6H V O L U E , 2W , 11H ABLE VOL UME N X  > 6H VOLUME )
WRITE■ 16,115)

115 FORMAT (I H ,tiX>'7H(YEARS ) ,'3X>3MN0t,3X., 6'HSQ,FT *,4X,3HIN «/6X,3'HFT*,4X 
I,6HCU‘FT*>5X>6HCU»FT«*6X,6HBD»FT*,4X,3HNO.,3X>6HSG.FTo,2X>SHCUeFT. 
2 , S X , 6 H C U . F T • , 6 X , 6 H R D . F T • ) -V

C WRITE TABLE ENTRIES OF DIAMETER' VOLUMES, ETC.
C



120 C C K T I M E  
KC=KB+! .
M B ( K f i ) M  '

' Sa c E(KB)=JAGEU ■ ■
m E R c H v Cl. (Kb )=Jc e m o
SAW-TIMfKB J=JBDFO •
NTREt-S (KB)=JUENC

■ • cm.e r c h v c u k b ) = j c f > ic - ■ 1
CS AWTIM(KB)=JBDFC 

. CVAL(KB)=ZfDBHO=DBHT
CTVOL(KB)=JTOTC
TVOL(KB)=JTOTO-
WRITE ( 0 * 1 2 5 )  JAGEO* JDENO* JBASO.-DRHOj JHTSO/JTCTO^ JCEMOi JBDF-O 

• 125 FORMAT (1H0>5X> lA /A .X i  I S / S X i  3 A > 5 X i F 5 » l > B X i  I 3 / 4X , -  I 5 / 6 X  / I B i S X i  16)  
IFtAGEG .CE* RCTA ) Co TO 255 -
WRITE . ( 6 / 1 3 0 )  JA.GE'O/J DENT/ JBAbT i DBHT/ JHT  ST/JTOTT/JCEMTiJBDFTi -JDENC 

I / JBASC/JTGTC/JCFMCiJBDFC
130 FORMAT (lh / 9X# 14* 4X / IK* 2X# I 4 ̂ 5X* F S «I * 5X#-I3# 4X^ 15* 6X * 1-5* 6X> 16* 4X> I" 

1 5 i 3 X i I 3 , 5 X i I 4 / 6 X i l 4 * 8 X i I 5 )
C ■'
C CCKPUTE VALUES FOR EACH PERIOD- JHIN AS SPECIFIED* , .-
c . ' ■ ■ ■

. IRINT = HINT 
I K =  JCYCL / IRlNT .
CC 2CC L = I /.IK
A c EO a AGEO + .RINT . - . ■ • .
IF IAGEO . *GT» -ROTA) .GO TO 255

C '
C COMPETE CURRENT .DWARF MISTLETOE' RATING-* - -C

TIME = AGEC " START - 
IF(DMR .GT * 0*0) GO TO 135 
IF (TIME 'L-E - O.Q) GO TO 150
CMR = 0.21572 + 0.08654 -v TIME » 0.00016 * DENT 
C-O TO 145

135 IFIDkRT 'LE. 1*0) GO TO 140
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Ch-p = CrRT + 0.07 * RINT 
OC TQ 145

140 Crfi = CrR 'I + (0,03 + 0'03g V- UMRT ) V PINT 
• IFU UE-= 2) GG TO 145 
' DKR = DrR + 0,07 >/• RIn T 

145 IF (DrR . L U  O = O ) DMR = O = O 
IF (C r R ,G r» 6 = 0) DMR . = 6 « O ■

COMPUTE KEL D=B=H= BEFORE THINNING AND ROUND OFF TC C*1 INCH*
150 DBHC. = . I U222*-DBHT + 0*0151V'S1TE « I« 24l7v.AL0G10 ( BASU > 2,1450 

-IFfDKRt =LE- 3=9) GO TO 155
TEK = (DB Ho “ DBHT) v (1.0 = (0,192 v DMRT a 0,754) I 
DBHC = DBHT + TEK- 

155 IDBHO ® DBHO * 10.O + 0=5 
DBHC = ICEHO 
CBHO s DBHC * 0.1 
-IFtDENT' =GT= 1000,0) . OO TO 160 
DIE = U  = Si 4 DMRT = 6.63) ^ 0,01 
IF ( DIE-U T  . 0 = 0) DIE = O U  

. GC TC -16 5 ■
160 DTt = U «6 4 >  3 = 28 * DNRT ) * 0,01.
165 GUT = C U  -

IF ( DSKT =GE= 1.0 • O ) . GD TO 170
CUT = Q = 05285 s C Ul 346 jK DBHT + 0 = 00226 t DBHT V DBHT-+ 0.0000066

i» b a s t  v Ba s t « c .0 - 0 0 1 5 3 1  v d b h t  b a s t-
IF (OUT =LT, 0 = 0) OUT = O U  

170 If IDIE =LT, OUT) DlE =.OUT
- JDENO = (DENT.* (1.0 « DlF)) + C U  
. DENG = JDENO.
BA SC' = CENO * (0 = 0054542 * DBHO v DB HO.) '■ . ' ■

C • • • '
C -OeTATN -AVERa g-E HEIGHT AND VOLUMES PEP ACRE.,
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DC lac .J-I J 2.
LtJB-J
GC To (172,174); LUB 

172 V4KS = AGEG 
GG TC 176174 VARS = AGEC * RlNT '

176 TH VARS • GT« 45.0 J- GD. TO 178
TEMH(J) = 3‘86111 « '0.05979 * YARs + 0*01215 * YARS * SITE ■
GC TC ISC

17 8- TEMH (J ) - '0*33401 »• 33*2866 / YARS + C *92341 V ALOGlO (SITE.) 4 6.27 
I BI I * ALCGlC (SITE) '/ YA R S 
TEMH(J) s 10.0 ¥¥ TEMH(J)

ISO CCNTI SUE
PCT = 1*0 * O«0028 v DMRT * OMRT * CMRT 
-CHNG = (TEMHtl)' - TFMH(2) ) * HCT 
HTSG '= HTST '+ CHNG

: COMPUTE TOTAL CU* FT * AND CONVERT TO OTHER UNITS*.
02H - DBHC » DBHO * HTSO 
IFIDZH •G T» 7000*0! GO TC 185
TGTO . = . (0*00276 v D2H « 0*00059 v BASC 0*00577) * DENO 

. GD TC I SG .
ISE TDTD » ( 0*00248 > C2H. + 1*96336) * CENO :
190 . IF (CBHC ..LI*. 5*0) GO TO 195 

VDM = DBHC 
B A = B A SC.. CALL LPVOL - -
BCFC = TCTC -V PRCD
CFMG a TCTQ V FCTR .

C
'C CHANGE MOCE AND ROUND OFF FOR PRINTING*.
C
. 195 IF(I ,EG* .IK). 'GO TO 205
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K C £ N C B C-1 N C '+ . 0 • b 
KAGEC ;= AGEC 
KHTSC = HI SC + . 0 / 5  

. KEASC °  BASC + C"5 
KTOTC °  (TGI  Q C • I I + C<>5 

■ KTOTC = KlCTO ^ l C  
■ KCFMC °  ( CFHC v C «I  I + 0 • 5  
KCFMC ° KCFMC * IC ,KBDFQ = ( FiDF C * 0 »01 I +.0.5 
KBDFC = KBDFC'» IOC ■

WPITF VALUES FOR THE PERIOD IF Th I MN ING IS NOT DUE«
KB=KB+!
SAGEtKR )=eKaGEG 
KERCHVOLt NB I =KCFMO 

' SAWTIMKBI=KBDFO.
HB(KB)eO 
TVQUtKBI=KTOTO
WRITE ( 6/125) KAGEO/ KDE'NG/ KBASO/ DBHO KHTS.o# KTCTO/ KCFHO/ K9DF0 
CBHT a DBHO 
BAST = BASO 

• DENT = DENQ 
DHRT = DHR '

. HTST = HTSO 
200 CONTINUE 

CC PREPARE TC START LOOP AGAIN FOR NEKT THINNING* „
C .2CS- REST = DLEv 
. 230; CONTINUE 
. 255.CONTINUE .CALL LPCOSf(KR/MB,SAGE/MERCHVCL,Si^lIM/NTFEES;

+ C H E R C H V O L / G S a w  T I N /CVAL/OI S / CONSTiN t > CES Tb * VSAtniTIH 
^ i V H E R C K V G L iN R A T E S i T V O L / C T V O L i V + V O L i C P T I C N )
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IFt ST ART .- GE * RGTa j GO TC 265 
WRITE (6,260) START,DMRfROTA 

260 FORMAT (IHOvSSXfAiHDwARF MISTLETOE INFECTTCN STARTED AT AQE ,FA.O, 
116H AND RATING WAS' ,FS.1/8H a i AGE ,F4«0)
GO TC 275

265 WRITE (6,270) RCTA
.27.0 FORMAT ( 1HG>£5X#63HCWAFF MISTLETOE INFECTION DID NCT OCCUR DURING 

ITKE ROTATION OF ,F4»0,7H YEARS. )
. 275 IF(KTR .EG, Cl GO TO 285 

WRITE (6,280)
280 FORMAT (!HO,25X,52HN0TE THAT NOT ALL .SCHEDULED THINNINGS WERE POSS 

IItiLE.)
285  WRITE ( 6 , 2 9 0 1
290 FORMAT (1K0,25X,66HMERCH. CU, FT• = TREES 6«0 INCHES D«B«H, AND LA IRGER TO 4*INCH TOP', I .

WRITE (6,295)
.225 FORMAT (1HC,25X,59HBD« FT, ■ IREES 6 <5 INCHES AND LARGER■TO■1 " 6« INCH TCP., )
■PREPARE FOR NExT TABLE .OF THE TEST,

AGEO «= VAR (I }
■■■ DTiHO = VAR (2)
DENO = VAR(S) ••

. 300' c o n ti n ue
GO TO 350 .

PROGRAM CONTROL -OOES HERE IF ANY ZEROS IN. DATA DECK,
;310 WRITE (6,320) '
■320 FORMAT (I Hi, y //,# IOX , 64hEXECUT I ON STOPPED ■ BECAUSE CF NEGATIVE OR.'fE ,IRO ITEM.. CM DATA CARD, j
350: CALL:EXIT- ' .
■: .end . . : - - ■■
. SUBROUTINE LPVOL
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O
O TC CONVERT TCTaL CU * FT- TO MERCW CU.. FT* and TC BD« F T . " .

CCMM CN B A* B A ST/MHO# DBH-Tz-DtNOfDMRjDMRTiFCTRAPRET^PRODi REST) VOM FCTR » C.O 
• PROD = 0 . 0
■ IF ( VDN *LT. 5*0) GCJ TC '1C

OBTAIN CONVERSION FACTORS FOR .KERCH.. CU* Ft* = VOLUMES TQ .A.C=INCH TOP IN TREES 6 3 C. INCHES D « B ‘ H *. AND LARGER. '

. TF i  VDK - .GT. 6 . 7  ) GO TO 2 
FCTR = C ».31S63 * VDM ■> 1.42291 
GC TC 6

2 IFiVCK .QT. 9» S-) QO TO 4
FCTR ® 3 . 6 8 2 5 5  -■ 0 . 1 4 0 0 7  >  VDM 1 3 , 5 4 6 4 4  /  VDK .

.GO TQ 6
4 FCTR = 0*59503 «=* . 0.5S01B /  'VQM 
6 I F i  VCK . L T e 8 « 0 )  Gd TO. I C

OBTAIN CONVERSION FACTORS FOR BD.,. FT, VOLUMES TO ■ 6^ INCH TOP IN TREES. 6.5 INCHES C ,-B. H * AND LARGER.
IFiVDK « GT . 10 * C ) Gd TO. 8
PROD = - 2 * 0 8 8 7 4  + 0 . 1 8 0 9 1  4 VDM' + 0 » 0 C0 4 5  4 BA ' : .. GO TC IC

8 PROD = 0 . 1 6 5 8 3  +' 3 . 7 4 1 7 4  4 ALUGIO t VD1K )Io return 
■END

' SUBROUTINE LPCUTl  '
C .C To ESTIMATE INCREASE- in average D-B-.-H. DUE Tb THINKING LODGEPOLE PINE 
C . I F  DkARF MISTLETOE RATING.EQUALS Z^RO.
c .• C C wM-C N . BA > B AS Tv C 8 HO #DB HTiQ EN Ov D MR , D MRTi p. C TF t PRf TiP R-ODv. REST,VDM 

IF I DRHC *LT . 9 ' 5  I CO . JD SC - ■'
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GC CGivPLTE: C»E • H • IF CBHu IS LARGE ENOUGH FCR B-ASAL AREA TO
C FRET = I COeC

CO 21 KJ=l>10O
IFiPRET * L T• 50.0i GO TO 5
OBHE a 0(4-4222 + 1.03170' V OBHO * CCC816 » (PRET * 

IS * (PR'ET 50.0) ♦ iPRET = 50*0)
CC Tc 11 -

'5 PD-BHE = 0.37321 - 0*17274 * ALCGlOi FRET-) + 0*79921 * 
I + 0,05315 * ALOGlO(PRET) v ALOGlOiDBHO)
CBHE B 10*0 PDBHE 

11- IDBHE = DBHE * 10*0 + 0*S- 
CBHE B IDBHE 

• DBKE = DBHE * 0*1 
DENE = DENc v PRET * 0*01 
NDENE = DENE + 0*5 
CENE B -NCF-NE
BASE s 0*0.054542 f DBHE * DBHE v DENE - '

. .NBASE = BASE * 1 0 * 0 + 0 * 5
■ b a s e ■= nbase 
base = base * o.i 

" TMPY b 0*0094542 4 DBHE v DBHE- 
TEK = EASE .« REST
IF(Kj '» EQ‘ I ‘AND. TEM «LI« 0*0) GO TC'50 
IFiTEM -.LL-, TMPY ) -qO TO 70 
IFt-TEM. ..LT. 4*0) Gp TC 20 

-.PPE-T .= FRET - 1*0 .
- GO TC 21 -

20 PRET = PRE.T «" 0.3 - 
' 21 CONTINUE

GO. TC 70 .
COMPUTE D * P • H - IF BASAL -AREA .INCREASES WITH :C.B*H."

REMAIN CONSTANT *

50*0) = C » OOOG 

ALOGlO(DBHO)
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SC PRE-T = 4 0 . 0   ̂ :
' I F fDBHC .GT * 7 * 0 )  PRET = 7 0» 0  

DC 65 U=3 ' I C C
TFfPRET .CE-. 5 0 . 0 )  GG TO 40 .. „

- pMaup = 0 * 3 7 3 2 1  -  0 » 1 7 2 7 4  4 ALCGl C ( PRET 'I 4 O * 75921  ^ ALOGlO ( CSHC )
I + 0 . CS31> ^ "ALOGlO I PRET I ¥ ALCGlC fDBHC) 
e b k e .=-1G«Q W  PDBHE

»C CBHeM . - . E E S  * 1,03170 * OBhO - 0.008« » IPRET - 50.01 - COOOO 
I S  ^  . (PRET d, 5 0 * 0 )  *  I PRET = S O i O )

45 IDBHE = CBHE *10,0 + 0*5 
DBHE = ICBHE 
CBHE " = DBHE- * 0.1 GENE » DENCv * tPRET. v 0.01)
NDENE ■= CENE + 0 " 5  

' DENE = NCENE.
"b as e = 0,0054542 v cbhe * d b h e- > dene ■
KBASE = BASE * 10.0+ o»5 - 
BASE= NBASE 

' BASE = BASE * 0.1 
.BREAK = 43,9 v REST / 80.0 
IFfBASE .G-Ti BREAK) GO' TO.SSP 

. CBHP = l&O.O / REST) * (G.0S6S2 ¥ BASE)' + C.946'36'
- GO Tn 52

50 BUST = 6 6 ' 2  v ( R E S T . /  8 0 . 0 )
. I F f  BASE: ,GT*  . BUST } GO TO 51
' D-BHP = ' < S0.>0- /  REST) v (.0.-1.093.8 X- BASE). « 0 . 4 7 8 5 8 -  '

■ GO TO 52
51 TNPY = BASE *  ( . 8 0 . q /  REST I

' TEN = - ThPY-'-*. TMPY .
. CBHP = 15* 0 : 4740  *  TMpY -  0 , 2 6 6 7 3  4 TEN + 0 * 0 0 1 2 5 3 9  . *  TEM *  TMPY 
' I  4 48 * 7 6833- .. IF ( TrPY -GT^ so , o )- DB HF = D.BHO 4 0*8
52 IDB-HP'='- DBh P *  10 » O ' + 0*5 

: DBHP =. .IDB.HR
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CBHl3 = CBHP  ̂ 0.1 
IF(ORPP'* DBPF) 60,70,61 

f.C FRET = FRET * 1.02
IFiPRET .GT- .100.Ci GO.TO. SO
GG Tc 65

. 61 FFET = FRET 9 0.98 
65 CONT IME 
70 DBHT = DbhE

COMPUTE- PCST = THINNING BfiSAL- AREA«
,IFiDQhT . GT * 5 * 0 ) GG TC . 75 

. SOFT = H  ».58495 v DBHT * 11 »09724 .
■ GC TC 76 ' -

75. IFiDBHT »GE" IO.O ) GO TO 77 
TEN = DBHt v DBh T
SOFT = 7-762.26 v DBHT +0»85289. v-TEM =0*07552 v .TEN 4 DB H T »3 * 45624 

'76 . BAST-' * : ( RE'S T / 80.0) ¥ SGFT ' .
GG TQ SC- 

77 bast = REST 
'go RETURN 
SG PRET =■100,0 

r e t u r n ■
END . - , -' SUBROUTINE LPCUT2

TC ESTIMATE CHANGE IN ' AVERAGE D »6 ‘ H . DUE TC" THINNING LCDGEROLE PINE ' 
IF. DNarf HIs TLETCE .'RATING DETERMINES THE STANDARDS,

COMMON BA, BAST, DSHO, DBHT, DE.NG, DMR, DMRT , FGf R > FRET., PROD,.REST , VDM
COMPUTE STAND DENSITY AFTER A THT1SM-Ihri .TPaT .R&bUCES THF.' INDEX, ■

IF-i DpR » L.T .2'» O ) GO TC 5 ';
REDT = 77»5 - 8.5 * DBHG + 10»O * DMR
GC TO IC . . . .. . .: .. ... . .
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5 REDT e- a5*5 « 8.5 -v- DBHO + 41 »0 * OMR 
' 10 FRET = 100,0 - REDT

CENT s OENO 4 I PRET *0.01)
IDENT = DENT' + 0'5 
CENT = IDEn T 

C -C COMPUTE C«6.p? AFTER Th INMNG to OESIPfO DENSI TY ,
C

IF(PRET «LT* 50.0J-00 TO'15
DBHT = C.yoBbd * DBHO + 0.00668 v (PPET = 50 «0) * 0*00015 * (PRET 

I » 50 = 0 ) * (PRET « 50* O') « 0.50566
GD TQ 20

15 DBHT = 0.33478 * ALOGlC (PRET). + 1,42477 * ALOGlO(DBHO) * 0.21199 *
IALOGlC(PRET) * ALOGiO(DBHO)  ̂ 0.67651 
DBHT = IC=C v* DBHT 

20 IDBHT = DBHT v 10.o + 0«5 
DBHT-= ICBHT

-. CBHT = DBHT * 0.1 . /
- BAST - .0*0054542 * DBHT V- DBHT * DENT 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE LPCUT3

C . .
C Tc ESTIMATE INCREASE IN AVERAGE D •B •H * DUE TO -THINKING FROM BELOW IF 
C DWARF MISTLETOE RATING IS GREATER THAN ZERO.
C

COMMON B.A>BAST#DBHG>DBHm)EMO#DMR,DMRT>FCTH#PRET>PRODiREST.#.VDM ''■ IF CDs HO' ■» Lf', -9<5) GO. TO 30
COMPUTE D = B = H= IF CBHO IS L ARGE ENOUGH FOR BASAL AREA TP REMAIN CONSTANT.

" PREt  -' I O O • 0’ - ....
— CO El Kd = I#100 .

IFTPRET =LT= S-O = O-) GO TO 5
DBHE = 0,44 222 + 1 = 03170 .* D6HO =? 0 = 00816 >: (- P R E T ® 50 = 0! «= O *0000

19-v. . (PRET * 50.01 * . (PRET  ̂ 50*0) .
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GC- TC U'
5 FDBHE = C «37321 - 0*17274 * ALCGlO (FRET.) + 0 «75921 * ALOGlO (DBHQ ) 
I + OiCSGlE * ALOGlO(PRET) « ALOGlC(DBHe)
CBHE = IC•0 ** PDBHE 

11" TEM = DBHE » DBHO
. CBHE » -DBHO + TEH v 0.5- 
IDBHE. ■. CBHE * lO.Q + 0*5 
DBHE = IDBHE CBHE = DBHE- ? 0.1
DENE = DENO f PRET V 0«01 
SCENE - DEN-E + 0*5 DENE = NDEhE
BASE = 0*0054542 * DBHE * DBHE * DENE 
NBASE * BASE 4 10*0 + 0.5 BASE * NBASE 
Base = base * o.i
TMPY = 0*0054542 * DBHE .4 DBHE 

■ TEM a BASE • REST
IFiTKJ «EG» I «AND. TEN .LI* 0*0) OG TO 90 
IF(TEK •LE. TMPY) GO TO 70 
-IFfTEM .LT4 4.0) GO TO 20 .
FRET = PRET -1.0 
GC TC 21

20 PFET o pRET " 0,3 
■ 21' CCNTINUE 

GG Tc 7C
COMPUTE C.B.H*"IF BaSAL AREA INCREASES WITH D*B*H«.
30 PPET a 40*0

IFT DBHO- »GT i 7*0) PRET = 70*0 '■■ DC 65- J = I / ICO
. ' IF (PRET ,GE*'50.0.) GO TO 40
. FDBHE = O'37321 * O•17274 4 ALQGlC(PRET) + 0*75921- 4 ALGGlO(CBHO)

■ I +.0.09315-4 ALOGlOtPRETi 4 ALCGlCtDBHC)

AT
T



CBHE = IC ‘ O W  PDBfit 
GC Tc 45

40 CBHE = G.44%22 + 1.G317C v DBHO =. C«CC8i6 V (PRET = 50,0) 
IS v i PREl * B0»0) -V-' i PRET = 50 ,c)

45 TEM = OGHE - pBHO'
CBHE -= DBHO + TEM v 0«5
TCBHE = DSHE v 10«O + 0,5DBHE = IDBhE
DBHE = DBHE v 0.1
CENE = DENO v (RRET v 0.01i
NCENE = CENE +0«5DENE = NCEnE
BASE "  010054542 * CBHE v DBHt * DENE 
NBASE = BASE * 10, C + G-B- 
Base = n-base
B. A S E = B a S E v 0,1
BREAK * 49,9 v REST / 80.0 .
IFtBASE «UT« BREAK) QO TO 60 ■
DBHP = (80,0 / REST) v (0,08682 v BASE) + 0.9463$
GD TO 52

50 BUST *66*2 V (REST / 80.0)
IFtBASE .GT«- BUST) GO -TQ SI
DRHP-= (80.0 / REST) v (0.1093«"* RASE) = C «17858.
GC TC 52

51 TM-PY = BASE V (8-0*0 / REST'!
-TEM = TMPY V TMPY
-Dbhp = is*04740 v tmpy » 0.26673 v ten t-.c«0012539 * TEM * 
-I = 4-48 «76833 ■ t
XFI-TMpY .UT* 80.0) DBHP = QBHO + 0«8

52 ICBHp = DHHP v UOfO + 0*5 
DBHP = IDBHP

' CBH-P =■ DBfiP * 0.1 
.IFfDBHP - DBHE) 60,70,61 

60.-FRET = PRET V 1.02
. IF CPRET .GJ. 100*0) QO TQ 90

= 0*0000

TMP-Y- -.
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CC TC 65
61 PRET » PRET * 0.98 .
65 CCNTThUF 
70 CBHT - CBHE

.COMPUTE pCST« Th IN M  NG BASAL AREA .
- IF ( D B H T ■ « C T * 5*0) GG TC' 75 
'.SGET = Il «58495 * DBHT « Il "09724 
GO TC 7675 IF.( OgHT 'GE. 10.CS. Ga TO Tl 
TEN = CBM v DBHT
SQFT = 7.76226 v- DBHT +0.,85.289 At TEf *0.07952 .* TEM % DBHT»3» 45624

76 BAST ■ (RLST / 80*0) * SGFT 
GC TC SO

77.BAST = REST 
■ go RETURN 
SC PRET B IGO6.0 

RETURN.
. End
■ SUBROUTINE.  LRCOST CKB/MBi SAG..E# MERCHVOLi SAWTIM#NtRE€S*. ^CMERCH V CL # CS A WTI M#C;VAL# DT S# CONST ANT# CESTB # vs AWTIM# ■
'hVrERO^CLj NR ATES# TVCL# CTveil#'VTVCL/OPTION )

SUBROUTINE TC CALCULATE RETURNS.ASSOCIATED WITH DWARF 
MISTLETOE INFESTATIONS AND CONTROL PROCEDURES

.DIMENSION MB(SC ).,SAGE(20! ,MERCHVOL. ( 20)#SA.WTIM(20) . 
v i-NTREES ( SC ; >CMERCH VOL ( 20 ) > GVAL ( 20 , # OUT ( 12 ) > D I S ( 8 i # yNR < 20 ) ■

CRGPV AL(20)# CSAWT I M(SC)# CONS TANT(8) # T VOLtEO)#CTVOL ( 20) .
KRlTE f 6, .1101 'I

Ilcl FORMAT I///IXM STAND*# 3X, 1 VALUE M  ?X>'ESTABLISH=',2X#
...  ̂* VALUE CF ' /4x # 'COST'/AX/ 'NET RETURN'#2X# iPERlODICf/

*2x# ' a G E I > 2 XiTO F ; TREC-'•» ax MEN r COST' #’4X> 'CROP 1 >7X# * OF ' #7Xi 
* 'FROM'#8%,'NET'/'(YEARS)'#2X#'CROP'#15/#
*«THINNED'#3X# 'THIHNTNG1#2X#'THINm nG '#4X#.»RETURNS«I
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YnR(I)--(CESTB)
CROPVaL(I)=O
VsRTTE (6*1103) 0,0,CESTB,C,0,0*-( CESTB )

110.3 F ORM AT t 2'X * I 3 / F 9 • 2 * Fl 0 • 2* f 11 • 2* F.l G *-2 /p 10.* 2'* F12 • 2 )
DC ICGb I=IiKB
VTHlK=CThlN=RTHIN=O
CROPVAL(l+i)=Vm e r c h v o l v h e r c h v o l (11
IFiSAWtlKl I) «NE.O) CROPvALt1 + 1)=VSAWT I SAWT IH I I)
IF(OPTION'EQ'I I CRoPVALinD=VTVQLstTVGL(I)
IF-(KBlI) • EQ • Q • OR • I * EQ • KB ) GC TO 1002 
VTHIN=VKERCHVOL^CIiERCHVOL{ I >
IF I Cs aWTIN ( I ) • NE " G ) VTHIN=VSaWTIm#aCSaWTIK ( I )
IF (OFT I ON'EQ.'I ) VTHlN = VTVOLtlCTVOL I I 1
CTHIN= I (6Ag. 143-t-O »033^NTRFESi UvCVALiI Iwg ) vl *502) /51*9 
IFiNTREFSl I)»EG.0) CTHIN = O .
RTHIN = V TH INîC IH IN 

1002 Y N R i H l )=RTHlN
WRITE Hi 11 03) SAQEi I')'# CROPVAL I I>1 )> O * VTHIN- / C TH IN* RTHI NiYNR (1*1 ) 

1005 CONTINUE
CO IOlC KiIiN RA TE S ■
WRITE(6*1105) blS(2*M-lHDlS(EvM).

1105 FORMAT I//IXi ' STAND »i3Xi ' PERIODIC USXiSi.'DISCOUNT DSXf ' 
v 'DISCOUNTED'i3X,'CUMULATIVE'*3Xi'VALUFHAXi 
* 'CONTROLLED H I X )/2Xi'AGED
*6Xi'NET'i4x*2(EX*'RATEH4Xf'PERIODIC NETHSX,'DISCOUNTEDH4Xi .'.-tt !TO-MOXil TO'.i'6.Xi/> (YEARS)HgXi ' RETURNS' , 2X , 2 (I-X, FS « 3i-6X, 'RETURNS' 
*i4Xi'NET RETURNS',2X,'INFINITY3x,'INFINITY',3X)7)
' SUMl = SUKS = O '.
.00 100-8 I = IiK-B + !
IFiHEG,!) -OUT(I)=O .
TF(IiQTU) OUTi I j =SAQE I T-I )

- OUT ('2 I=YNRi I)
CUT (.3 ) Pl - O/ I I i +DI S-l P-VKtiI ) ) VttQUT ill)
OUT ( t ) =OLT ( 3 ) '.‘OUT I 2 )
CLTlS I = SL-Kl + CRURVAt. I I J vOLT I 3 ) ' '
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SUMl=SLrl+nuTI4J
CUT(6)=GU I (5)»(I»0/(I»Qv(I»0/(I.O + DIS(2vm = 1 ) ) )v^OUT(I I ) )CUT < 7 ) =CLT ( 5 )+CONSTANT'( Vjf-CUT I 3 )
CuTt8)=l'U/((l+DIS(2vM!!V»OUT(lM  
GUT.l 5 V-=OLT I S V VOUTi 2 >
C U T ( IC )= S UM 2 + C R C P V A L ( I M t C U T ( S >
S U M 2 = S U M 2 + O U T i 5 V
CUT Vll I =GLT (10 I * (1.0/ (I, C* (I * CV'( -!+pis ( ) ) >*»GUT(1 ) > I
CUT (12 V =C-LTi 10 )+CONSTANT ( 2VM ) VQijT ( g j 

1008 LRITEf6,1107V COUTiJ)»J = I/12 I
1107 FORMAT'3X,I3,Fl0.2/2X,2(F7*3i4x,F8,2,4X,F6*2,Fl2«2,3X,F8'2,3xI VIOlC CONTINUE

WPITEf6,1109 I VSAWTlMvl000,VM&RCHVOL ,VTVOL 
1109 FORMAT' '0',25%,'VALUE OF SAWTIMBER' IS',F6«2> '/Mf, ■

VEX,'VALUE OF MERCHANTABLE- VOLUME ISr>Fe«2,'/CU. FT»'/ '
V26X, i VALUE OF TOTAL. VOLUME IS',F6,2,'/CU« FT,'/)
REPEAT 1015, FOR I=(IiNRATES) -

1015 WRITE (6,1111) DIS (;2VI»1 I , CONST ANT ( 2 v I ® 'I S , D IS ( 2 V I ) , CO N SIA N T 'i 2 V. I ) 
111 I'. FORMAT ( 21 X#.2 ( 5X, ' FQR DISCOUNT RATE OF ' , IX, FA ».3, IX/'

' V 'CONSTANT IS*,F7,2))
RETURNEND - " ‘
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C . PROGRAM LPM t ST2 '

iC TC COMPUTE /.NO PRINT YIELD TABLES FOR-EVEK-AQtD STANDS OF LOOGEPOLE 
C PINE INFECTED BY DWARF MISTLETOE*
C
C DEFINITIONS CF VARIABLES.c . . ■'

ADDHT = INCREASE OR DECREASE IN AVERAGE STAND HEIGHT"BY THINNING 
AGE-O - INJTIAL AGE In YIELD TABLE- 
BASC = BASAL AREA CUT PER ACRE «
BASO = BASaL AREA PER ACRE BEFORE THINNING'
GAST = RASAL AREA PER ACRE. AFTER' THINNING * -
RDFC = BCARD FEET CUT PER ACRE, . v
EDFO = BOARD FEET PER ACRE BEFORE THINNING*
BDFT = BOARD FEET-PER ACRE AFTER T H I N N I N G . .  ’ .
CF-MC -  MERCHANTABLE CU. F T '  CUT p e r  ACRE,CFMO a MERCK. CU, F T .  PER ACRE BEFORE THINNING.
CFMT a KERCH. CU' FT, PER ACRE AFTER THINNING* ' '
CBHO =' AVERAGE STAND .D.B-H' BEFORE THINNING - 
CBHT = AVERAGE STAND D • B * H •. AFTER THINNING*
PENC- a TREES CUT PER ACRE«
DCNO -  TREES PER ACRE BEFORE T N INNING*
CENT = TREES PER ACRE AFTER T H I N N I N G .  '

.D I E  = TREES LOST I N  DISEASED .STANDS IN 10 YEARS,  IN PERCENT' 
-DLEV a g r o w i n g STOCK.LEVEL FQN. INTERMEDIATE CUTS AFTER THE -FIRST 
CMR a CWARp MISTLETOE INFECTION RATING*.
DMRT -a MAXIMUM INFECTION EXPECTED -IN' STANDS AFTER THINNING, GOAL . FOR STANDS NOT.ALREADY BEYOND DMR Of- 2*0»
CSTY = LOWEST VALUE OF DLEV USED IN A TEST* '
PTSO = TREE HEIGHT BEFORE THINNINQt 
KTST = TREE HEIGHT AFTER-THINNING.
JCYCL « INTERVAL BETWEEN INTERMEDIATE CUTS'*
KSTEp = INDICATOR WITH VALUE OF ONE IF CURRENT THINNING I S  FROM 

BELCw AND TWO IF CURRENT THI NNI NG XS FROM ABOVE.*
KTR = INDICATOR WITH VALUE .GREATER. THAN ZERO IF A SCHEDULED :
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n Ti-INulN-G HAS BLEK- SKIPPED BECAUSE MISTLETOE INDEX IS TOO HIGH 
■ CR BECAUSE STaKD IS ALREADY TO SPECIFIED STOCKING- 

MIX = NUMBER CF STOCKING LEVELS EXAMINED PER TEST- 
KFLAG.- INDICATOR WITH VALUE - GRE A-TER THAN ZERO IF A THIk m ng FROM 

ABOVE HAS BEEN MADE AT AKY "rIME- 
NTSTg = NUMBER OF TESTS PER BATCH- 
CUT =. PERCENT MQRTaL ITY IN HEALTHY STANDS,
FCT =. PERIODIC HEIGHT INCREASE I,n INFESTED STAND* AS A-'PERCENTAGE 

OF .ThE INCREASE IN COMPARABLE HEALTHY STANDS'
FRET = PERCENTAGE OF TREES RElAI -N E D AF TER ■ TH IN M  NG .
RFCT = PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN HUMBER OF TREES WHEN DMR IS 

' REDUCED TO DMRT BY THINNING-.
RINT «= NUMBER OF YEARS FOR WHICH A SINGLE PROJECTION IS MADE- 
RCTA * FINAL AGE IN YIELD TABLE- 
SITE = .SHE INDEX.
START = STAND AGE AT TIME OF INITIAL INFECTION-
TEM = PERIODIC D-B.H. INCREASE IN INFESTED- STAND# AS A" PERCENTAGE 

CF THE INCREASE IN COMPARABLE HEALTHY STANDS'
THIN = GROwtNO'STOCK LEVEL FQR INITIAL THINNING- . TOTC = TOTAL CUBIC FEET CUT PER ACRE. .
JGTO' = TCtAL CUBIC FEET PER ACRE BEFORE THINNING-.

' TCTT- * TClAL CUBIC FEET PER ACRE AFTER THINNING-
. COMMON BA,BAST*DBHO*DBHT*DENO'DMR,DMRTfFCTR,PRETfPROD,REST,VDM . DIMENS ION VA-R O  j;, TEMH (.2 ) •' -
..DIMENSION SAGE ( 20 } ,SAWTINf 20) .HERCHVOLi 20) ,NTREES (20
*, CVAl(2oi>MB!20),CSAWTIMf20 I,CMERCHVOLI 20 ) > D IS(S ) ,CONSTANT(S )

VCL ( 20 ) ,CTVOL ( 2 0  )' .

READ ESTABLISHMENT COST, LUMBER' PRICES, INTEREST RATES, AND CONSTANTS
READ(5,15) C ES T B,V S A W TI M,V-M KR C H V nL,V T V C=L 
READ(5,1.0 KRA-TES,OPT I ON

. REPEAT 3« FOR I « U , NRaTES)• • .
3 READf 5,1 5 » DIS f.2vi.«l ),COHSTAN I ( 2* 1 = 1),DISf 2*1),CONSTANTf 2*1 )
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C READ NUMBER OF TESTS PER BATCH FROM’ CARD TYPE-ONE'
C READ (5,5) NTSTS 

Ei FORMAT (14) .
IFfNTSTS *LE‘ 0) GO TO 310 ■

C
C EXECUTE PROGRAM 'ONCE-FOR EACH SET OF INITIAL VALUES OF INTEREST'
C ■ " '

CO 300 .1 = 1,NTESTS

READ INITIAL VALUES; ONE TEST AT A TI ME* FROM CARD TYPES 2 AND 3,
READ (5,10,END = SSO)' JCYCL,MIX 

10 FORMAT (214)
IFiJCYCL "LEV Q .OR. MIX »L E» O ) GO TO 31C
READ (5,10) .AGEO, ODHO,,DENO,OS I Y,RINT, R0TA.,SITE, THIN,START- '

15 FORMAT (9Fg,3)
VAR(I) S6 AGEO
VARfg) S dbho
V A R O  I a DENQ
VARfAi- • » DSTY
VAR(S) a RINT-
VARf6) ROTA'
VAR (?) ■ a 5 I TE
VAR(B) a T H IN
VAR(S) SS START
DC 20 L=1,9

..IFiVAR(L) .LE' 0*0) GO TO 310 '
20 CONTINUE 

- CLEV * C U  
C
C PROVIDE FOR SEVERAL GROWING STOCK LEVELS PER TEST. C

CO 300 N=1,MIX
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A = M
ADDHT = C-G
BCFO = C»0 ^  .
BCFT *  C.O 
CFMG = O t O 
CFMT = OiU 
DMR =. O.C 
DMRT = o »U 
HTCUM = C mC 
KSTEP'=  I  
KTR = C 
KFLAC- = C 
TIME = D » U
CLEV = ( DSTY + (A. At I Q • O ) } » 1 0 . 0 
BASO = OENO * 0 . 0 0 5 4 5 4 2  v DSHO ^ DBHO 
KB = C

COMPUTE. CURRENT DWARF MISTLETOE RATI NGA U M M I N n ED STANDS H

TIME = AGEO START
IF ( T IME * L£ » 'O = O ) GO TO '25
DMR =• C.31672''+ 0.08654 * TIME - 0*00016 * DENO 
IF ( DMR .LI.- 0*0) DhR = O »O 
IF(DMR .GTi 6*0) DMR *.6.0

QBTAIN AVERAGE HEIGHT AND VQLUmES PER ACRE..

25 IF  ( AGEO .GT*' 45.0) GO.'TO 30 
■ HTSO- = 3*86111.  0 . 0 5 9 7 9  V- AQEQ + O «01215 f  AGEO *  SITE

■;■■■ GC TO 35 \  H '
BC HTSO = 0 . 3 3 4 0 1  ® 33.2866 '/ AQEC + 0« 9.2341 T ALOGlO(ST T f )' + 6 . 2 7 8 1 1  

14.  ALOGiC( S I T E ) /  AGEO 
HTSO = 1 0 * 0  HTSO."

"35, PCT ■ 1 * 0  > 0*0.165 4 DhR 4' Dm w  
. HTSO = HTSQ 4 PCT

.COMPUTE TOTAL CU* FT.  AkD .CONVERT TO OTHER UNITS'
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C2H = DtihO « DBhD v HTSO 
IF(Dgh .G T. 7 000« 0) GO TO 40
TCTC =■ ( C • OC276 >:• D2h ® 3,00059 v' BASG - C »00577 ) V DENC ' 
GC Tc AH

40 TCTO = i G »0,024« v DSH 4 I ,96'3-36). * DENO 
4 5. IFtDBhO -LT« 5*0 i GO TO 50 
■ VDH = CBhG•BA = BASC
CAUL LPVGL
BD-FC. = TOTO 4 PROD
CFHO = TOTO * FCTR'

50 REST = THIN
ENTER LOOP FGR REMAINING. COMPUTATIONS AND PRINTOUT.-*
. . DO 250' K = l,100

IFtAQEO .GE, RCTA)- Go Tc'90
COMPUTE- D.B.H. AFTER THINNING,

IFtDMR ,.LT» 3.0) GO TO- 55
■ BAST a D A SO.

DBHT a DBMQ..
CMRT =-DMR- . ..
HTST = HTSO

- KTR- , I - .
GO TC 75

■••55- -IFtDHR «EQ, .0*0 ) Go TO .63 - 
IFtNFLAC »GT» 0) GO TO' 62 .
DMRT .- «• Q « 25,. 'M D0HO' « 0«.50 

.' IFtDMRT ,.LT» 0,0) DMRT .= . O'O :'
IFIOMRT ,Og.. DMR).'QO TO 62'IF (TH IN* EQ «300».)' GD TO 6 7 

-. ' CALL LPCuTLn ;
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NfLAG =• I KS.TEP = 2 .
. GG TC 65

62 CALL LfCLT3
IFIPAfT •UE« 100*0) GO TO 67 
KSTEP = V
'CMRT = OMR + 0.0279 4 PRET " 2«79 .
GC TO 6563 CMRT =■OMR

. Call LPCLTiIFiPRET ,GE' 100,0) GO TO. 67 
KSTEp s I

65 IFIBAST «L-T« BASO) GO TO 70 
67 BAST a BASQ 

DBHT = OBHQ 
DhRT =■ DhR 

. •' HfST = HTSQ 
KTR = I 

' ■ ■ GO' TC ?5
COMPOTE HE IGHT: AND VOLUMES AFTER THIhMJ NG«■
70. Ge- TQ (71,72), KSTEP '
71 AODHT = 6.7995O » 3*41979 * ALOGlOlPRET)

CO TC 73
. 72 ADOHT = 3»76362 * ALOGlOI PRfcT> ^ 7,97347 
73 KTCUM = HTCUh + ADDHT .; -HTST ■= HTSO + ADDHT
75 JDENT- ® M3 AS T / .(0,0054542 * UBHT > DBHT) ) + 0«5 

CENT => JCENT
BAST a 0.0054542 * DQHT * DBHT 4 DENT. "

. -DaH- a CaHV * OBHT v. -HTST -IF I DPi- ,Gt,. 7000,0.) GO TO SO ..
TOTT » I C «00276 * 02H = 0.00059 >,< QAST *■ 0,00577 j j, OENT 
GC TC 85
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o CONVERT TOTAL CU. KT*. TO oth er UNITS,
85 If(DBHT »LT. 5«O ) GO TO 30 VDM S CBHT 
. Ba = 34S"
Call lpvgl
BCFT = TCTT v PROD
CFMT a TCTT * FCTR

.CHANGE Mode and rou nd off FOR pr i nt i ng s

. 90 . ,JAGEO = AGED USiTE = SUE 
UDENO " CENG +0*5 
UHTSO - HTSO + 0 *5.'
UfOTQ- = ( TQTO v 0«1.) + 0*5 

. UTOTQ ■=• JTQTO *.10 V  ' U b a s o  * a Ago.' + o*s
..UCFMO « I CFMC v 0,1) + o*5 
UCFMO * JCFMO v 10 .
UBDFO s <UDFG * 0,01) + 0.5 'UBDFC.= JBDFO * 100 

- . JHTST HTST + 0*5
JTOTT ■ I T0TT * 0.1) + 0*5 

. . JTQTT = JT0TT v 10
' UCFMT = (CfMT v 0*1) + 0*5 

■ ' UCFMT =LjCFMT * 1 0
■ IFtUCFMT 4GT* .JCFMO) UCFMO = JCFMT 

. . UBOFT.= (BOFT * G-Ol I + 0*5 ■
' UBDFT = JODFT * 100
IF ( UBDF-T • 6T » JBDFO ) JGOFO = UfiDFT 
UBASf = Bast .' + 0*5 

‘ UCENC.= JDfNO * UDfNT

80 7 GT T «; (0'00248 V 02h + 1.9.633.6) * CF.NT
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JBASC = wdASQ JBASTJTQTC = JTQTQ ■ JTOTT
JCF.MC = JCfMQ « JCFMT '

. IF UCFMC 'CE. 01 JCFMC = 0 
JBQFC = JrtOFQ-» JBDFT ■
IF(JgDFC •LE * 0 I JBDFC = 0

WRITE HEADING'S FOR YlEjD TABLE.
IF(K ,GE, 2) GO TO 120 

• WRITE (6,35) JSITEi THIN,DLEV
95 FORMAT (1H1////,39x #53HYIELDS .PER ACRE OF E.VEN«AGED STAND'S OF LODQ 

IEPOLE PINE/1 H #57XillHSITE INDEX #I3/1h i38X#29HTHINNING INTENSITY 
' 2» INITIAL" iF5.0i2X,l2HSUBSEQUENT? ,'FSUl 
WRITE. ( 6 #100 I

100 FORMAT ( 1H0#25X#38HENTIRE STAND BEFORE AND AFTER THINNING#.2SX# 26Hp 
IERIODIC INTERMEDIATE. CUTS)
WRITE (6,105. J

.105' FORM AT .( I NO i.9X # SHS T AND# I QXi-SHBASAL # 3X # TH A V ER A GE # 2X # 7H A VER AGE# 3X, 5H ' 
■ I TOT AL #3X#9HMERCHANT«#3X i3HSA.W T IMBER* SXiSHB A S AL# 4X# &HT QTAL #3X#-9HMERSCHANT^f 3X > SHS A WT.I MBER I '
" WRITE- (AillO)

.HO - FORMAT IlH <tOX#3HAGE#4X#5HTREES#3X,4hAREA#4X#6HD,B*H*,3X,6HHEIGHT
'' 1# 2X>.6HV0LUME# 2X# ItHABLE VOLUME# 4k#-6HvdL UME « 3X# 5HTREES # 3X # AH ARE A# 3X 

2# 6NV0LUME# gX# H  HABLE V0LUME>.4X , 6H VOLUME ). WRITE ( 6 1 1'1.5 I
115 F GRh-A T - • ( IH # 8 X # 7H ( Y E A R S ) . 3'X #'3HNO s,, 3X i 6 HS u LFT . # 4 X # 3H I N v# 6 X # '3HF T . # 4.X . .. I- # 6 H C U. • F T- S X # '6 H C U.. F T'. i 6 X i 6-HBD . F T . , 4 X # 3 H N Q . # 3 X # 6 H S Q . F T . # gX# 6 H C U« FT.' 

-2#5Xf 6HCU.FT«i6Xi6HBD.FT. )
WRITE TABLE ENTRIES OF. DIAMETE-R#."VOLUMES# ETC,
/120 CONTINUE .

KB=Kg+!.
-M 8.( KB ) ~ I .
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SAGE(KB)=UAGEO ' '
KERCHVOL(Kfi)=JCFMO 
SaKT TM(KB >=JBDFO 
,NTREES(Kfi J=JDENC .
CMERCHVOL(KB)=JCFMC  
CSAtiTlK(KB)=JBDFC 
CVALiKB ) = 2 •',< D S H O 6= D B HT 
CTVOL(KB)=JTOTC  
TVQLiKB I=JTOTO
WRITE ( 6 , 1 2 5 )  JAQEOi JOENOi JB'ASO,DBHO,JHTSO*' ' JTOTO,JCFMOj JBDFO 

125 FORMAT ( IHO' j'SXj H ># ' X, 1 5 j 2 X > QXj F 5 • I #BKj 1 3 j 4X j. 1 5 j 6 X # TSj 6'X j‘I 6 )
IF(AGEO .GE' RQTA) Gd -TO 255
WRITE ( 6 , 1 3 0 )  J AGEOj JDENTj JBASTjDBHTj j HTSTiJTOTTj JCFMTj - JBDFT. j ' JDENC'  

I ,  JBAS.C, JTOTCj JCFMCj JBOFC "
130 FORMAT (TH 9 X > I A > 4 X , I b'> 2 X j 14 > SX.» FS «I  > 5X > 13 > 4X # 15 j 6X # I E j 6X > 1-6 J 4X j I  '' 15j3Xj I3j5Xj 14,6x> I-̂ jSXj IS) ■
COMPUTE VALUES FOR EACH PERIOD* TMlN AS SPECIFIED* .

' .IRINT = RINT
IK = JCy CL / IRINT 

• DO 200 L = I> IK:
■ AGEO = AGEO + RINT
IF(AGEO *QT* ROTA I GO TO 255 ' ,

' 'COMPUTE CURRENT DWARF- MISTLETOE'  RAT J N O . - ,

TIME - AGEO - START 
IFTOMR , G T , 0-0) GO TO-' 135 
I F ( T I M E  LR. 0«0) GO TO 150
CMR =. 0,31572 +' 0*08654 * TIME « 0,00016 a* DENT 

■ GG TO 145 .
135 IF(DMRT *LE» I*0) GO TO 140 

DMR = DMRT + O »07 At rintGO TO 145 - '.
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140 OR. = C1YRT + (0.03 + 0*038 * DMRT ) V RlNT 
IF (I. * L £ * 2 > GO TO 145 ■
CMR = DMR + C *07 v RINT 

145 IF( DMR ,LTk 0*0) DMR' = 0*0 
IF(Dm R «G. Te 6*0)- DMR ” 6*0

COMPUTE NEW D «Fi • h • BEFORE THINNING AND ROUND OFF TO 0*1 INCH*
150 DBHO = 1*0222 DBHT + O «01 SI vs I TE «>. l«2417vALCG10(BAST) ■+ 2.1450 

IF(DMRT * LE * 3*5) GO TO 155
. TEM = (DBHO " DBHT) v (1*0 “ <0*192 * DMRT * 0*754))

CbHO B DBHT +TEM 
155 IDBHO - DBHO v 10*0 + 0*5 

CBHC a IDBHO 
DBHC - DfiHO * 0.1 
IFiDfNT * OT * 1000,0) GO TO 160 ■
DIE a <3.31 -v DMRT - 6*63.) * 0,01 
IFiDIE ,LT, 0*0) DIE'= 0*0 
CO TC 165

160 DIE = (3*64 + 3.28 * DMRT) * 0*oi 
165 CUT = 0.0

IF (DBHT .G£.- 10*0) GO TO 17°
OUT = 0,05285 « 0*01346 -V-. DBHI-+ 0*00226 >  DBHT V DBHT. +' 0.0000066 

i¥ bast v- bast - 0.0001531 v d«ht v bast
IFi OUT .LT. 0*0) OUT = 0*0 

.170 IFCDIE *LT, OUT) DIE = OUT "
JDENO «■ i UENT -v (1,0 » DIE)) + 0*5 ' ' • ,
CENO-a JDENO . ' '
Ba SO a DENO 4 (0*0054542 -v DBHQ- DBHG )

OBTAIN AVERAGE HEIGHT AND VOLUMES PER- ACRE *
CO 180 J= I*2 
LLB « J
GO TO I 172,174)i LUB -
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I'72 YARS = AGEO
GO TO 176 ■

174 YARS b AGfciQ - RINT
176 IF(YA-RS .GT • 45.0 ) GO Tq 178

. TENH(J) = 3 "86111 * 0*05375 * YARS + 0"01215 YARS V SITE 
GO TQ IRO ’

178 TEMH(J) = 0*33401 - 33.2866 / YARS .+ 0.92341 * ALOGlOtSITF) + 6«27 1811 * ALCGiOT SITE } / YARS 
TEMH(J) = 10 «0 TEMH(J)

180 CCNtINUE
PCT B 1.0 0*0028 * DMRT # DMRT * OMRT
CHNG = (TEMHd) » TEMH(S)I * PCT 
HTSO « HTST + CHNG

COMPUTE TCTaL CU. FT. AND CONVERT TO OTHER "UNITS*
C2H = CHH-U DBHO v HTSO 
IF(D2H .GT. 7000.0) GO TO 185
TOTO « (C »00276 # DSH « 0*00059 >,« GASO ** 0*00577) * DENO GG TQ 190 ,

185 TCTO a (C «00248 >,<■ DSH + 1.96336) * DENO '
190 IFfDBHO .LT*- 5»0) GD TO 155 

VDM = DBHU 
. . BA - BASC

CALL LPvCL ■
BDFO » TGTO * PROD 
CFMQ = TQTO * FCTR

C H A N G E  M C C E  AND ROUND OFF FOR PRINTING*
195 IF (I. *EQ*' IK) GO TO' 205 

• KDENG = DfcNO + 0«5 
KAGEQ = AGEO
KHTSO = HTSO +0.5 '
KRASO = BAsO + 0*5
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KTCTQ = I !OTO * 0«l )' + 0.5 
KTCTC = KTQTG V l O  
KGFMC = fCFMC *.0»I ) + 0*5 
KCFMC ” KCFMO V 10 '
KBCFC 3 (BDFO v G * 01 I + 0,5 
KBOFC = KtiDFO + 100

WRITE VALUES FOR THE PERIOD IF I HIK-NIn G IS NOT CUE * .
KB=Kg+! .
SAGE (KBO=Ka-GEO 
MERCh vGL(K0)=KCFMO 
SAwTlKtKB I =KBDFO 
MB(Kg)=O
TvaL(KB)=KTQTO -
WRITE (6*125) K AGEO / KDENO > KB ASG, DBHCKB TSG * KTQTO J KCFMO/K-BDFC DBMT = DBHO - 
SAST = QaSQ 
DENT a DENC '

• DMfiT = OMH 
HTST =- HTSO 

200 CONTINUE
PREPARE TC START .LOOP AGAIN. FOR NEKT TH I WING. '
205 REST =■■ DLEv 

.250 CONTINUE 
,255: CONTINUE -

■ C A LU ' L-P C O S T ( K B> M B # S A GE ̂ ME R C H V U L > S A U T IM * N T-R EE.S ̂ ■
' :#C ME R CH VO L <-C S A W-TIM > CV /i.L'> DI-S # C ONS T A N T # C E.S TB >" VS A W T IM 

. , >.> VHERCHVC.L, NRATES vrTVOLVCTVOL, VTVOL-/OPT ION I" IF ( ST AR T » GE-,-.. RO T A ). .GO TC 265 . - 
■ WRITE'.! 6^260:) ' START* DMR> ROTA

' 260. FCRMaT •• (-IMOzabX^lHpWARF- MISTLETOE INFECTION. STARTED AT. &0E ,F4.0, ' 
' ■ 116H AND-. RAJ'IN-G W AS F5"«I * SH A I: AGE >F4»0.) . .

' GO TC 2 75 :
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265 VkRITF (6,270) ROTa27C FORMAT 'lH0/25Xi63HDwARF MISTLETOE INFECTION DID NQT OCCUR DURING 
ITHE ROTATION QF ,F4'0,7H YEARS.) ■

275 ' IF(KTR .E0'« C ) GC TO 285 
URITE (6,280 I

ggC FCRIvTiT ( 'IH0,2 5 X̂  5 2HNGTE THAT NOT ALL SCHEDULED THINNINGS WERE POSS 
IIBLEvi

285 WRITE (6,290)
290 FORMAT (IH Q > 2 5 X # 6 6 H M E R C H-* cU* TREES 6,0 INCHES D . 8‘H» AND LA

IRGER TC HmINCH TOP.)
WRITE (6,295)

295 FORMAT ( I H Q > 2 5 X , 5 9 H B D « FT, - FREES 6 «-5 INCHES AND LARGER TOI '6-INCH TOP. )
PREPARE FOR NEXT TABLE OF THE TEST»

AGEC = VaR(I)
DBNC - V AH (2 )
CENC = VAR(3 I 3OC CONTINUE :
GO TQ: 350

PROGRAM c on tr o l GOES HERE .if' ANY z e r o s' in Data d e c k .
'■310 . WRITE (,6,320 );
.320 Format (1H1,///,10X,64HEXECUTI0N STOPPED BECAUSE CF NEGATIVE "OR ZE IR0. ITEM ' Gii DATA CARD.}
350' CALL EXIT 

END.
,>' SUBROUTINE LPVDL ' ‘
TC CONVERT TOTAL' CU* FT* Tq MERCw' CU* FT * AnD TO' BD» FT.

COMMON BAfGAST, DB HO ,DflHT ,DENO, O H R > ■ Q r< R T # F C T R , P R E T » R R O C , R E S T, V C> ■' FCtR * 0.0
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FROD =Oi Q
IFtVDK *11» 5 »0) Go TO IQ

o bt a i n c o n v e r s i o n f a c t o r s for mt.r ch • cu« f t * '» v ol um e s to 4«0=inch top
IN TREES 6 « O INCHES D * B * H . AND LARGER*

IF(VCH •GT» 6*7) GO TO 2 
FCTR = 0*31963 * VDM 1 *42291 
GO TC 6

2 IFfVOM •GT„ 9*8) GO TO 4
FCTR = 3*68255 « 0*14007 * VDM » 13*54644 / VDM 
GO TC 6

4 FCTR = 0'%9503 - 0*58018 / VDM 
6 IFfVDM *LT» 8*0) GO TO 10

ob t ai n c o n v e r s i o n f a c t o r s for b o . f t * -.v ol ume s to s ci nc h top in t r e e s  
6.5 inches n -k .h * ..and LARGER.

IF (VDM *GT, 10*0) GO' TO 8
FROD > 2'08%74 4 O«18091 > VQM + 0*00045 « BA :
GO To 10

8 FRQD = 0*16583 + 3.74174 * ALOGlOfVOM)
10 RETURN 

END
SUBROUTINE LPCUTl : . . ' ■

TQ ESTIMATE INCREASE In AVERAGE D ‘B*H. DUE TO THINNING LODGEPOt E PlNE 
IF DLarf m i s t l e t o e r at i n g e q u a l s  z e r o *

COMMON .DA,BAST'DBHOjDRHT/DENO'DMR.DMRTjFCTR'PRET,PROD,REST,VDM ■ IFfDgHC * LT * 9*5) GO TO 30

C COMPUTE.D*B*H. IF DBHO Is LARGE ENOUGH FOR'BASAL . AREA- TO REMAIN CONSTANT.
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PRET = ICO.U
DO 21 KJ = IViCO
IF(PRET «LT. 50.0) GO TO 5
CBHE = 0*44222 + 1.03170 * DBHO «.0*00816 V (PRET « 50,0). <=> 0*0000 

15 ( PRET - 50»01 v (RRET **50.0.)
GG TC Il

5 PDBHE = G »37321 - 0*17274 V ALOGld(RRET) + 0.79921 * ALOQiOlDBHO)
I + 0.05315 # ALOGlo(PPET) * ALOGlO(DRHO)
DBHE = 10-0 v* PDBHE 

11 .IDRHE = CBHE « 10*0 + o*5 
CBhE = ID B H E 
CBHE = OBHE 0.1 

. DENE B DENO 4 PRET * 0.01 
KCENE - CtAE + 0*5 
DENE a NDLKE
BASE = 0*0054542 * DBHE # DBHE « DENE .
NtiASE a BASE * 10.0 + 0.5 - ■ .
BASE B NBASE . '
BASE B BASE 0.1
TpPY = 0*0054542 * DBHE # DBHt
TEM = BASE » REST

- IFfKJ »EG« I "AND. TEM ,LT* 0*0) GO TO 90 
IF ( TEM * LE . TMPY)- GO’ TO 70 
IFITEM. ,LT, 4*0) .GO TO 20,
PRET B pRET " 1.0 
GC TC 2I

20 PRET B- PRET * 0.3
21 CONTINUE ■
.- GO TO 70 ' . .. '

COMPUTE IF BASAL AREA INCREASES WITH .D«B*H.. :..
. 30 PRET = 40»O ....._

IF IDBHC .GT * 7,0) PRET * 70*0 ■



DO 65 J = l ' l O O
IF IPRET .GE* 5 0 . 0  ) GO TO 40 
FDBHE = 0 * 3 7 3 2 1  *  0 * 1 7 2 7 4   ̂ ALOQlC I PRET) + 0 . 7 9 9 2 1  * ALOGlO I DBHO)' 

I  +. 0 , 0 9 3 1 5  *  ALOGlOiPRET ) V ALOQiO(DBHO)
DBHE = 1 0 * 0  vv PDBHE ■
GC TC 45

40 CBHE = 0«4 4222  + I «03170 # DBHO *  0 * 0 0 8 1 6  v ( PRET ■» 5 0 . 0 )  « 0 * 0 0 0 0  
. IS  4 ( PRET « 5 0 * 0 )  « ( PRET -  5 0 . 0 )

45 IDBHE = DBHE *  1 0 , 0  + 0 . 5  
CBHE = ICBHE 
CBHE = DBHE V 0 . 1 '
CENE = DENO 4 < PRET *  0 . 0 1 1  
NDENE = CEn E + 0 * 5  - ■
CENE -  NCtNE
BASE *  0 * 0 0 5 4 5 4 2  .4 DBHE 4 DBHE *  DENE-
NP. i\SE => BASE 4 1 0 . 0  + 0 . 5Base = nbASE
EASE = BASE 4 0 . 1 '
BREAK « 4 3 , 9  4 REST V SO-O 
I F ( BASE . G T • BREAK ) GO TD 50
CBHP " ( 3 0 . 0  /  REST)- 4 ( 0 . 0 8 6 8 2  « BASE) + 0 . 9 4 6 3 6  - 
GO TO 52

50 BUST * 6 6 * 2  4 CREST /  8C*0 )
i f ( Base  «g t . b u s t i go to s i
CilHP a ( 8 0 , 0  /  REST) 4 ( 0 . 1 0 9 3 8  4 BASE) a 0 * 1 7 8 5 8  
GO TC 52 ' ' ■

51 TNpY = BASE 4 ( 8 0 * 0  /  REST)
TEN = TMPY 4 TMpY .
DB HP » 15,04740 4 TMPY- - 0 * 2 6 6 7 3  4 TEM + 0 * 0 0 1 2 5 3 9  V ■ TEM 4 TMPY 

■ I  4 4 8 * 7 6 8 3 3
' IF  ( TMPY .-GT « 8 0 . 0 )  DBHP » DBHO + 0*8

52 IDBHP -  OBHP 4 1 0 . O + O-S 
DBHP = IDUHP
DRHP a DBHp 4 0 . 1  
I F  (DRHP ■« DBHE ) 6 0 , 7 0 , 6 1
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60 PRET . = PRCT * 1 .0 2 .
• IP ( PRET ' .GT'* 1 0 0 . 0  I GO TO' 90 

GO TC 65
6'1 FRET = PRCT * 0 . 9 3  
65 CONTINUE 
70 BtiHT = OBHE

COMPUTE POS'T-Th I n- M n.G BASAL AREA,

IF  ( DBHT: -GT « 5 « O ) GO TO 75
SOFT a 11»58495  *  DBHT = 1 1 * 0 9 7 2 4  .
GO TC 76

- 75 IF ( Di)HT .GE. 1 0 . 0  ) GO TO 77

TEM ■ = - CtiHT » DBHT
SGFT = 7 , 7 6 2 2 6  * - DBHT +0*85289 » TEM = 0 . 0 7 5 5 2  * TEM * .DBHT«3.45624 

76 BAST ‘= (REST /  80,0) SGPT 
GO TQ 80 

' 77 BAST = R E S f
go return ■ ■
90 FRET = 1 0 0 ,0

iodc return.
END

■ SUBROUTINE LPCUta '

TO ESTIMATE CHANGE I N  AVERAGE' DUE' TQ TH I N M  NO. L O DGE P O LE PTNE .
• I f  DWARF MISTLETOE .RATING DETERMINES the  !STANDARDS.

- ■ COMMON.t i A , B A ST fDBMO'DBHT,DENO;DMR,DMRTjP CTR 'PR ET,PR OD ,R EST,VDM

.'COMPUTE ST. AND DENSITY "AFTER ; *  THINNING' 'TRAT -REDUCES THE. INDEX.

... ■ „ IF  ( DMR .»LT» 2 . 0 ) .  GQ T O S -  .
-REOT = 77 +5 » 8 . 5  *  DB.HO' + I Q "O' V DMR ■
GO TC I O .

5 REDT ■= . I S 0-B -  8.V5 *  DRHQ .+ 41 .Q  « DMR- .



O
O
O
 

O
O
O
O
 

O
O
O

10 P.RET = 100,0. - REDT .
CENT = DENQ  ̂ (PRET * 0*01)
IDENT = CENT + 0*5 
CENT = IDENT

COMPUTE D * 0 * H • AFTER THINNING TO DESIRED DENSITY*'
IFiPRET * UT * 50.0) GO TO 15
CDHT = 0*56559 V DDHO +■ 0.00668 v (PRET = 50*0) + 0*00015 v (PRET 

I'- 50*0) -> (PRET = 50*0) « 0,50568 
GO TO PO ■

15 CRHT a 0.33478 * ALOGlO(PRET) + 1.42477 v ALOGlOiDBHO) « 0.21199 * IALOGlOi PRET ) * ALOGlO (DBHO) ■» 0.67651
Dbht =» 10*0 ** dbht 

■2.0 IDBHT « DBHT * 10,0- + 0.5 
CBHT = IDBHT 
DSHT » DBHT * 0.1

' BAST a 0.0054542 * DBHT * DBHT » QENT 
RETURN
end .SUBROUTINE LPCUT3

TO ESTIMATE INCREASE IN AVERAGE D •B «H • DUE TQ THINNING FROM BELOW IF DWARF MISTLETOE RATING IS GREATER THAN ZERO.

COMMON ' 8 A > BASTzpBHO> DBHT . DENOz.DMR', DMfiTi FCTRz PRETz PROP* REST* VDM .
IF.( D0HO .« LT • S * 5 ) GO TO 30

COMPUTE D * B .H * IF■DBHO IS LARGE ENOUGH FOR BASAL AREA TO REMAIN CONSTANT
FRET = 100.0 
DO 21 KJ=I,100
IFiPRET * LT« 50.0 ) GO TO 5 .../
Ds hE 0.44222 . + 1*03170 * ORHQ « 0*00816' * (FRET » B'0.0) » 0*0000 • 

19 * (PRET = 50*0) * (PRET ” 50.o)



O
O
O

GC'Tc i I
5 POHHE = 0*37321 = 0'17274 v AUOGlOTPRETI + 0*79321 
I > 0'.»0S31.d f ALOGl OtPRE D  v ALOGlOt DBbO !

. • CQHE = 10«0 RDBHE - 
Il' TEM '= DBHE « DBHO

DBHE = DBHQ I- TEM * 0#5 
IDSHE = CSHE * 10,0 + 0.5 
CBHE . - IDSHE 

■ CBHE = DSHE v.0.1 
CENE = OENQ. »,t . P.RET * 0,01 
N'DENE = DENE + 0*5 
DENE ='NCENE
BASE = 0*0054542 v DBHE * DBHt * DENE 
NBASE = BASE * 1 0 . 0 + 0 * 3  
.base. = -nb ase 
base = base * o.i
TMRY = 0*0054542 * DBHE * DBHt .
TEM. .'= BASE - REST
IFtKJ. ,EQ.* I .AND. TEM .LI * O»0. j ' GO TO 90 
IEt TEM ,EE, TMPY I QO TO 70 
IFtTFM ,IT, 4*0) GO TO 20 

' PRET = PRE.T = 1«0 
GO TQ 21

20 PRET = PRET - 0.3 
■ 21 CONTINUE GG TO 70
COMPUTE O « B « H * If- .BASAL AREA INCREASES- WITH D'» B * N * •
30 PRET = 40.0

IFtDBHC .GT« 7*.0) PRET = 70 ‘ O 
CC 65 J = VtOO
...IF ( PRET .GE, 50.0 ) GO. TO 4O
' RDBHF = 0*37321 » 0*17274 * ALOQlOtPRET I + 0.79921 
I + 0,05315' v ALOGt.u ( PRET ) * ALOGlO(DBHO)

ALOGlO(DBhO)

ALOGlO(DBHO)



C3HE = LO*0 W  PDBhE ■
GO TO 45

40. c.3HE a 0*44222 + 1.03170 * DBHQ - O • oC814 * ( PRET ■ 50*0) 
19. v (PRPT  ̂ 50,0) 4 ( PRET *'50*0')'

' 45 TEM = CSHE .» DBHC
DSHE = DBHD + TEM'* 0*5 
ICShE * DdHE 4 10,0 + 0*5 
CBHE = IDdHE '

. DQHE' = DONE v 0.1 
CENE = DENQ * (PRET ■# 0.01)
NOEME = OENE + 0«5 
DENE = NDENE
BASE = '0 «0054542 * DBHE » DBHh » DENE 
NBASE * BASE > IC,O '+ 0*5 
BASE = NB ASE
base = base * o .i
BREAK ='49*9 4 REST / 80»O 
■ IPfB ASE * GT * BREAK ) GO TO 50
'■ DQHP = < 30,.O / REST) *-(0^08682 * BASE i + 0*94636 
' .GO -TO Sg

SO, BUST = 66«2 4 (REST / 80*0)
IP (Base ,GT • BUST ) -GO ■ TO 51
Dbhp = (so«o / r e s t) 4 ro.1093s'* b a s e) ■ 0,17858
GO TC 52

51 TMPY = BASE v (80.0 / REST)
■TEN s TMpY * TMPY
DQHP ■= 19 *04740 v TMPY '*• 0*26673 * TEM + 0*0012539 "* TEM * 
I » 448*76833
. IFfTMPY * GT• ,80*0). DBHP ■ DdHO o • S'

52 IDBHR = DUHP'4 10.O * 0*5 
COHP - IDtiHP

■ .DBHP ■ = DSHp * 0*1 .
IP'03BHP “ OOHEI 60,70/61 

60 PRET = PRET v.l.Og '

** 0 « GGQO

TMPY



o 
o 
n 

n 
o
o
p

IF ( PRET »CiT * 100*0 I' GO TO 9U
■ : - go: to 65 .
61 FRET. => PRKT v 0.98 

' 65 CONTINUE 
70 CtiHT = CfjHE

COMPUTE POST-THINMNG BASAL AREA. -
IF (DBhT «GT• 5*0) GO TO 75
SOFT a 11*58495 v DBHT * 11*09724
CO TO 76 • •

75 IFfCBHT .GE* 10,0) GO TO 77 
' . . TEM .= DtiHT v DBHT

SOFT = 7*76226  ̂ DBHT +0.85289 v TEM "0*07952 « TEM * DBHT*=3 »45624
76 BAST = CREST /  80*0) ¥ SOFT 
' CO TQ 80

77 BAST = .REST
80 RETURN. - '
SC PRET.= 100.0

RETURN 
END- '. .

' SUBROUTINE LRCOST(KB,MR,SAGE,M.ERCHVOL,SAWTlMiNTREES' '
.vCMEPCHVCL,CSAWl IN,CVAL,DIS,CONSTANT*CESTBiVSAWTIM, 
4VMERCHV0L*NRATCS,TV0L,CTV0L'Vl VOL,OPTION)

SUBRCUTINE TO CALCULATE RETURNS ASSOCIATED WITH DWARF '
m i s t l e t o e.infestations and control-procedures

DIMENSION MRl20),SAGE(20),MERCHVOLl20),SAWTIMf20)
*,NTREES(EU I,CtIERCHVOLfSO!,CVALf go),OUT(12),DISf8),YNRI20). ",CROPVAL(BO),CSAWTIM I 20),CONS I ANT(8),TVCL(20),CTVOL(20)
.WRITE(6,1101).

IlCl FCRMAT(///IX, 'STAND 1,3X, 'V A L U E 2%*'ESTAtiLISH-«,2X,
"'VALUE 0F',4X, 'COST',4X, 'NET RETURN',2X,'PERIODIC'/
"2-X , ' AGE i Bx, ' OF "TREE » >2X, 1 MEN I COST ' > 4X > ' CROP 1,7X, 1 OF 1,7X,
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*'FROr*'iSX' 'NET'/' (YEARS) ' ,2%, 'CROP' > 15X > 
v ' TRlNiNED ' / 3X V  THINNING ' > 2X; ' THlNNT^O ' > 4X# ■' RETURNS ' )
' YNRd !-"(CESTB) "
CrgPv AL cl)=o
W R I T E ( 6 jr 110 3 ) C,0/CESTB,0,0,C'"(CESTB)

I IC 3. FORM ATT 2 X > I 3, F 9 . E, Rl O » 2 # F 11 ‘ 2 # F I. O • 2> E I C g / F 1 2 » 2 I 
CO I OCS I = I>KB .
V THl N = C TH  N = R Th I N = O
'CROPv aL ( dl ) =VMERCHVOLvHFRCHVdL ( I )
. IF ( £ A W T I P'! I ! » N E • O ) 'CROPVaL ( t+1'I-VSA^T IM»S «V«T IP. ( I)
IF(GpTTCN«EQ«1) CRuPVAL(1+1)=VTV0L9TVCL(I)
" IF .(PB ( I ) .'EQ-O = ORs I ‘EG»<B ) QO TQ 1C02 
VTHIN = vHERCHVQLvCMERCHVOL(I I 
IF ( Cs A WT.IP ( I ! • NE *0 ) VTHIN = VS AWT IHvCSAWT IN ( I !
IF(OPTION*EG.I I VTHlN = VTVOl*CI VOL(I)
CTHIN = C I 6 ̂ 8 «1.43 + 0,0.33 VN T REES (I)VCVAL(I) v.vg ) vi «502 )/51 • 9- 
IF-C NTREES I I ) - EQ.O ) CTHIN = O■' RTHlN=VTHlN=CTHlN

1002 YNR ( 14D=RTHI-N
WRITE ( 6,1103 ) SAG£ (I ) ,CROPVAL C I*D ,0, VTHIN , CTHINi RTH IN, YNR ( 14.1) 

1005 CONTINUE .
DO 101 C. y = l,NRATES .. ‘ '
WRITE(6,1105 I DTS(2*M*D fDIS(ZvM)'

1T05 FORMAT C//TXO !STANDdSXD PERIODIC,2%,g d DISCOUNT',3X, 
v'DISCCUNTEDdSXDCUMULATIVE',3XDVALUE'f4X,
' CONTR CLt CD', IX )/2X D-AGEd

" . *6%, '.NET',AX,2 (2X, ' RATE ',AX, 'PERIODIC NETdEX., ' DISCOUNTED',4X, .
V • TO.' #1CX, 'TO d 6X ) / I (YEARS S ' >2X, 'RETURNS ' , EX, 2 (1X,F5."3,6X, 'RETURNS 

.VdtXDNET RETURNS',2X, ' INFINITY i,3/, 'INFINITY',3X)/)
. SUMT=SLrE=O 
. DC I CiC8 1=2, <6 + 1



. IF ( I • E G * I ) OLil(I)=SQ 
IFlIiGT • I I-QLi T (I I=SAGEt ItsI )
GUT(E)=YNRi I J
CL T ' (3> = l «u/< U  + DIS(  2*M=-i ) I v jM OUT ( D -= SA G E i l  ) ) )
CUT(4 I=CUT(S)VOUT(E)CUt( 5 I=GUhl+ CROP V AL I I ).V0UT(3)
SUHl=SLhl+OUT{4)
GUT I 6 I 3OUT ( 5 I v (I «o/ (I . O- (I » 0/ ( I . c + D IS ( I I IvviOUr(I) ffiSAQE (I I ) I )
IFII;EQ,2 IOUT(6I=OUT(S)v(I«0/(1« O «(I« O/(I« Q + GIS I E v H*I))))) 
CUT(T)=OUT(S)+CONSTANT I SVM=DVQUTi3 I 
OUT(S)aIoO / ( (1+DIS ( 2vh I I vviOUf (I )«SAGE(D ) )'
OU T( S ) = OU I ( S )V OU Ti E I  

' OUT( IC )=SUm2 + CR0PVaL‘! I  ) vOUT( 8 )
SUM2=Sbh2+0UT( S )
C U T (11 I = O U T (IO I v (I « O / (I«O ■=> (I«0/ (I + D IS I 2 v M ) ) l.vv { OUT 11 I = SAGE (I ) ))) 
IFI I,EQ,2 IOUTill I=QUT (10) v (1*0/(1.0“ (.1»0/(1+DIS I 2vM) I I M  - OUT(12 I =CUTi10 I+CONSTANT (SVM)V0UT(gI 

1008 WRITE (6, H O ?  I ( OUT ( J ) # J = I/ 12 )
1107 - F O R M A T ( 3 X , I 3 , F i 0 . 2 , 2 X f 2 ( F 7 " 3 , 4 X , F 8 « 2 , 4 X , F 8 * 2 ' F l 2 . 2 , 3 X , F 8 ' 2 , 3 X )  ) 
IO l O CONTINUE

WRITE! 6,1109 ) VSAWTIMvlOOO VMERCHVOU > vTVCL 
1109 FORMAT!'O'jESXDVALUE OF SAW.TIMBEP IS',f6',2#'/M't

VEX, 'VALUE OF MERCHANTABLE VOLUME ! S ' , F 6 . 2 , ' / C U .  F T , ' /
V-SfiXDVALUL OF.TOTAL VOLUME I S ' , F 6 « 2 , ' /CU » F T * ' / )
.. REPEAT 1015# FOR I = ( D N r ATES)

: - 1015 . WRITE ( 6 # 1111 ') . D I S ( 2 v I«I ) ,CONST ANT ( 2*-1*1 ) #DIS ( 2VI J j CONSTANT! SvT )
■ llil.VFORMAT ( 21X#2(-5X#'FOR DISCOUNT PATE OF ' # lx# F4 «3# IX#

. v'«CONSTANT. IS D  F7 «2 I )■■ - -
' RETURN

END
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